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A b s t r a c t
In the dissertation we have proposed the first systematic and formal approach to 
reduce connectivity of general purpose multiple bus systems. The approach is based 
on a  probabilistic technique. The hypothesis on which this dissertation is based 
stipulates that bus connectivity in multiple bus systems can be much reduced by 
removing connections which are only needed for highly improbable request patterns. 
With this approach, performance comparable to that of the original multiple bus 
system could be achieved while significantly reducing memory bus connectivity. The 
new architecture thus obtained (Probabilistically reduced connection multiple bus 
system, or PRMB in short) might have different possible configurations each possi­
bly with a different bus connectivity cost. We have studied the possible relationship 
among different possible configurations of PRMB systems and proposed an algo­
rithm that determines the one with minimum memory-bus connectivity cost for a 
given performance level. Our analysis results strongly supported our hypothesis.
The queuing problem for PRMB systems is a complicated one because of its 
unique modeling requirements. An interesting and innovative modification of aggre­
gation technique has been developed to solve queuing problem taking into account 
bus contention in PRMB system. We have utilized the proposed approximate tech­
nique to determine the system throughput. We have also simulated the queuing 
networks without applying any approximations. Comparison of analytical results 
with simulation data indicated that our approximate method could accurately be 
used to model such queuing networks. The results indicated that our hypothesis is 
valid when queues are utilized.
XVI
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We have proposed another variant of the PRMB system which attem pts to reduce 
the connectivity cost from both the processor side and the memory side. Our results 
indicated that, except under certain specific conditions, this variant of PRMB system 
did not offer any cost improvement over the original version. It is quite possible that 
PRMB system is so efficient that further reduction may not be possible without 
sacrificing some performance.
The technique presented in this dissertation is of very general nature and could 
possibly be applied to other types of networks as well.
xvii
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C h a p t e r  1 
I n t r o d u c t io n
Multiprocessor systems have become very popular for solving many problems in 
science and engineering which would run unacceptably slow in a single processor 
environment. A multiprocessor system is composed of a  number of independent 
processors. The processors can execute the same code on different data sets (single 
instruction multiple data stream machines or SIMD in short) or they can execute 
different programs on different data sets (multiple instruction multiple data stream 
or MIMD in short). There are classes of problems which fit the SIMD model ex­
tremely well. However, some large problems cannot be organized into repetitive 
operations on uniformly structured data. Attaining high performance for such cases 
necessitates an MIMD environment [20]. This dissertation only considers MIMD 
mode of parallelism.
Multiprocessor systems can also be classified into shared memory systems and 
distributed memory systems. In a shared memory multiprocessor system, memory 
modules are global to all the processors and communication between two processor 
is achieved through the shared memory. In a distributed memory system, mem­
ory modules are local to the processors. Each processor has direct access to its 
own memory module. The interconnection network usually supports point-to-point 
communication among the processors.
Prominent examples of pint-to-point interconnection networks include meshes 
and hypercubes [1], [14], [20]. A mesh is a multidimensional array with each node 
representing a processor. If r is the dimensionality of a mesh and N  is the number
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of nodes in each, dimension then the total number of nodes is N^. The distance 
between any two farthest nodes (known as diameter) in that case is r{N  — 1). So for 
a large network worst case communication latency becomes a major constraint. The 
hypercube network which is a special case of the mesh network, having two nodes 
in each dimension, reduces this problem. The diameter of a hypercube network is r, 
where r  is the dimension of the hypercube. However for a sufficiently large network 
even this diameter can be high. Another problem with both of these point-to-point 
networks is their static topology; once the machine is built it cannot be changed 
anymore [1].
Communications in shared memory MIMD can be achieved by a broad spectrum 
of interconnection networks: crossbar networks, single or multiple bus networks and 
multistage interconnection networks. In a crossbar system, all possible one to one si­
multaneous connections are allowed between the processors and the shared memory 
modules. While, the crossbar provides maximum potential bandwidth, it is pro­
hibitively expensive for large systems. Single bus interconnections are inexpensive 
and easy to implement but suffer from limited bandwidth. The multistage inter­
connection network provides a rich subset of one to one simultaneous connections 
between processors and memory modules and has moderate incremental cost. The 
main disadvantage of multistage interconnection networks is that they are not easily 
scalable and are subject to high latency under certain conditions [5].
Multiple bus networks which offer features like moderate cost, easy incremental 
expansion and fault tolerance are attractive alternatives for connecting the proces­
sors and the memory modules [5]. The standard connection scheme of an MIMD 
multiple bus system connects all the processors and memory modules to all the 
buses [10],[12]. This standard scheme is usually referred to as full bus connection
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system. Figure 1.1 illustrates the architecture of a full bus connection system. For
■ I ■ ■
B
Figure 1.1: The interconnection of a full bus connected system.
a very large system a full bus connection can be too costly. The cost complexity 
of full connection multiple bus system is 0{[P  +  where P  is the number of
processors, M  is the number of memory modules and B  is the number of buses, 
respectively. A few approaches have been taken by previous researchers to reduce 
the connectivity cost of MIMD multiple bus systems. The following section is a 
brief of summary of such approaches. In this dissertation we will be utilizing two 
connectivity cost measures each in proper context: (i) total connectivity cost (of 
processor and memory connections to buses); (ii) memory-bus connectivity cost 
(cost of memory to bus connection).
1 .1  R e d u c e d  c o n n e c t i o n  m u l t i p l e  b u s  s y s t e m s
The major research trend in multiple bus systems has focused on reducing the cost of 
connections between memory modules and buses or between processors and buses [5, 
9, 10, 12, 16, 24]. Thus far three different approaches have emerged. First, multiple
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bus systems with improved cormectioa styles have been proposed. Such systems 
keep the performéince exactly the same as that of a full bus connection scheme. 
Second, partial connection multiple bus systems which offer reduced connection cost 
at the cost of some performance degradation, have been suggested. Third, multiple 
bus systems suited for special applications have been studied.
1 .1 .1  M u l t ip l e  b u s  s y s t e m s  w it h  im p r o v e d  c o n n e c t io n
STYLES
In standard multiple bus systems all the processors and the memory modules are 
connected to all the buses. If there are P  processors, M  memory modules and B  
buses, then in such a system at most B  memory modules will utilize the buses in 
any given cycle. Lang, Valero and Foil [12] proposed some connection styles like 
Rhombic, Balanced, Staircase, Cyclic, etc., in which not all the buses are connected 
to all the memory modules. However connection patterns are such that any B  
memory modules can be connected to B  buses and therefore the throughput remains 
the same as that of a full bus connection system (processors are connected to all 
the buses). Arbitration mechanism for these connection styles have to follow some 
specific algorithms, and in general, axe more complex than those used in the fuU 
bus connection system. For cyclic and balanced connection styles the arbitration 
procedure is diflBcult to implement [12], while for Rhombic and Staircase styles 
arbitration mechanism are somewhat simpler [12]. Figure 1.2 illustrates a Rhombic 
connection pattern. In this connection style each bus is connected to M — H +  1 
memory modules. For example bus 0 is connected to memory modules 0,1, • • •, M  — 
B, bus 1 is connected to memory modules 1,2, — 5  +  1 and so on. The
memory-bus connection complexity in the Rhombic style is 0 { { M —B)B)  as opposed 
to 0 { M B )  in a full bus connection system.








Figure 1.2: The interconnection of a multiple bus system with rhombic connection 
style.
The main disadvantage of these connection styles is the need for complex ar­
bitration algorithms. The algorithms for bus allocation, even for relatively simple 
cases (like Rhombic, Staircase), presented in [12], seem to be complex enough to 
slow down the clock. This might be the reason that most of the subsequent research 
attem pted to improve on the full bus connection system [5], [9],[16]. Even with 
these improved connection styles, the cost of a large multiprocessor system wiU still 
be very high. The overall cost complexity for most of these connection styles is 
0 { P  + M  -  B)B) .
1.1.2 P a r t i a l  c o n n e c t i o n  m u l t i p l e  b u s  s y s t e m s
Some researchers proposed partial connection multiple bus systems [5, 9, 10] where 
connectivity is reduced by either connecting the memory modules or the processors 
to a subset of buses. The one which is traditionally known as partial connection 
multiple bus system was proposed by Lang, Valero and Alegre [10]. In this system
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memory modules are divided into equal sized groups and each of these groups is 
connected to some equal but different subset of buses. The processors axe connected 
to all the buses. Figure 1.3 illustrates the interconnection of a partial connection 
multiple bus system. It has been shown in [10] that degradation in performance for
# # # #
Figure 1.3: The interconnection of a partial connection multiple bus system.
a partial connection system could be reduced to at most 6% compared to a  standard 
scheme while achieving 50 % reduction in memory-bus connections. This level of 
degradation is however for a system with 16 processors, 16 memory modules, 8 buses 
and 2 groups. In addition, for performance evaluation only a uniform request model 
has been considered. With non uniform request models (like the hotspot request 
model) and for systems with larger number of groups performance degradation is 
expected to be higher.
Jiang and Smith [9] proposed a processor oriented partial connection multiple bus 
system  (PPMB). In this system processors are partitioned into equal sized groups 
with each group connected to equal number of local buses. Memory modules are 
connected to all the buses. The arbitration for a memory module among requesting
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processors attempts to select a processor from a group whose processors make the 
least number of requests. With improved load balancing in the arbitration mecha­
nism the PPMB system is claimed to improve the performance over regular partial 
connection bus systems. Examples presented in [9] show that up to to 20 % im­
provement in memory bandwidth over a regular partial multiple bus system could 
be achieved. Those results are based on two networks both with 32 processors and 
32 memory modules, one network having 8  groups and the other having 16 groups. 
For this size of networks, 8  or 16 groups seem to be too many and in that case there 
might be significant degradation in performance compared to a full bus connection 
system. Besides, hardware of the arbitration mechanism described in [9] is very 
complicated compared to that needed in a regular partially connected multiple bus 
system. Bus connection complexity for this network is the same as that of a regular 
partial connection system.
■ ■ ■ ■  ■ ■ ■ ■
Figure 1.4; The interconnection of a PPMB system.
A third type of partial connection multiple bus system has been proposed by 
Chen [5]. It is called partial connection multiple bus system with K  classes. It has
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a cost which is intermediate between that of a regulax partial connection multiple 
bus system and that of a full bus connection system. In this system processors 
are connected to ail the buses. The memory modules axe divided into K  classes. 
Memory modules in class K  axe connected to B  buses, (bus 1 through bus B ), 
memory modules in class K —l axe connected to 1 buses (bus 1 through 5 — 1 ). In 
general memory modules in class where j  € {1, • • •, üf} axe connected to j - \ -B —K  
buses, (bus I through bus j  -\-B — K ). The architecture for this type of multiple bus 
system with 6  memory modules, 4 buses, and 3 classes is illustrated in Figure 1.5. 
Memory bandwidth for this kind of multiple bus system has been evaluated by using
Class 1
Memory modules
Class 2 Class 3





Figure 1.5: The interconnection of a partial connected multiple bus system with K  
class {K  =  3).
a uniform request model and a hierarchical request model. Results presented in [5] 
show that memory bandwidth is comparable to that of a regular partial connection 
multiple bus system. Though the connectivity cost is higher than that of regular 
partial connection systems, this system has better fault tolerance capabilities thaji
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other partial connection multiple bus systems [5]. A major drawback of the system 
is the lack of uniformity.
1.1 .3  S p e c i a l  a p p l i c a t i o n  m u l t i p l e  b u s  s y s t e m s
Some of the proposed multiple bus systems are suited for special applications [24,16]. 
Considering special situations where some kind of locality exists in the request model 
attem pts have been made to utilize locality to reduce connectivity cost.
Wilkinson proposed a multiple bus system with overlapping connectivity [24]. 
Processors, memory modules and buses are divided into equal sized groups. Within 
a group processors are fully connected and memory modules are connected partially. 
However around half of the memory modules in a group are connected to buses 
belonging to the next group to the right and the other half are connected to buses 
in the group to the left. So if a processor makes a request to a memory module 
in its group or some of the memory modules in adjacent groups a connection can 
be established. The memory modules belonging to adjacent groups which can be 
directly reached are termed as the sphere of influence. Requests that are intended for 
memory modules neither within the group, nor within the sphere of influence have 
to go through one or more processors. So each processor needs bi-directional ports 
so that it can receive requests from processors in adjacent groups. Similar ports 
are needed for memory modules as well for receiving requests from two groups. 
Evidently this architecture is suitable for a request model with locality criteria such 
that with the increasing distance the probability of making requests decreases [24].
Memory bandwidth has been evaluated considering a uniform request model 
and a locality based request model. For the locality based model it is assumed that 
processors make requests only to memory modules within their group or to mem­
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ory modules within the sphere of influence. Numerical results reported [24] show 
improvement in performance over “conventional multiple bus system” for both the 
uniform request model and the locality based request model. While in [24] it is not 
clearly mentioned what is meant by “conventional multiple bus system” ; generally 
it is taken to mean a full bus connection system. If that is the case then the results 
do not seem to be correct because the architecture provides connectivity that is less 
than even that of a partially connected multiple bus system. On the other hand 
if the author implies that each group is implemented independently by a conven­
tional multiple bus system with no interconnection between groups, then the results 
presented could make sense because in that case in a conventional implementation, 
processors in one group will not be able to reach the memory modules in another 
group. This will lead to some degradation for a uniform request model and more 
degradation for a locality based model (as presented in [24]). Under a uniform re­
quest model memory modules in different groups but within the sphere of influence 
will get fewer requests than what they would get under a locality based request 
model. Overlapping connectivity therefore will satisfy more requests directed to the 
sphere influence in a locality based model than in the case of a uniform request 
model. The difference in performance between a conventional implementation and 
overlapping connection scheme is due to the difference in performance in the sphere 
of influence. While in a conventional scheme no requests in the sphere of influence 
are satisfied, for the overlapping connection scheme some requests for a uniform 
request model and more requests for a locality based model will be satisfied. There­
fore performance for conventional schemes will be further degraded in the case of a 
local request model than in the case of a uniform request model and the numerical 
results presented in [24] go along this line of argument.
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Though in [24] connectivity cost has not been computed for any of the networks 
from the architectural features, it is evident that connectivity cost can be lower than 
that of a partial connection multiple bus system.
W ,. ^ 1+/ ^ i+ 2  ^ i+ 3  ^
•  •  w
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Figure 1.6: The interconnection of a multiple bus system with overlapped connec­
tivity.
Mahmud [16] proposed a multilevel bus network suited for a hierarchical request 
model. In this architecture, processors and memory modules are divided into a 
number of multilevel clusters. At the level, n,- processors and m,- memory modules 
form a cluster. In each of the clusters in the level there will be some buses (say 
bi in number) which will be connected to processors and memory modules of that 
cluster. In the next level, i.e., the {i + 1 )®‘ level, some of the level clusters form 
a bigger cluster and each of these bigger clusters will be connected to buses. 
Obviously as the level number goes up, connectivity for a bus increases. If there 
are altogether L levels, then a bus which belongs to level L will be connected to 
all the processors and memory modules. The architecture is illustrated for the case 
of 3 levels in Figure 1.7. This Multilevel bus system is suitable for the hierarchical
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Figure 1.7: The interconnection of a multi level multiple bus system with 3 levels.
request model proposed in [16]. In this request model a processor makes a request to 
a memory module with probability that will depend on its position in the hierarchy 
compared to that of the processor. In other words, the probability that a processor 
makes a request to a memory module will depend on the lowest level at which the 
processor and the module become members of the same cluster. If this probability 
gradually is less for the memory modules forming clusters with the processors in 
the higher levels than in the lower levels, then less buses wiU be required at higher 
levels. This hierarchical request model and a uniform request model have been used 
to determine memory bandwidth and throughput for a multilevel bus system.
Numerical results presented [16] show that for a hierarchical request model the 
performance is almost the same as that of partial connection and full bus connection 
systems. Performance however is degraded for a uniform request model [16]. Mah­
mud also proposed another variant of the multilevel bus system which reduces the 
connectivity from the original version with additional degradation in performance. 
However results presented in [16] for both versions of multilevel bus systems are not
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indicative enough, because only low values for processor request rates have been 
considered(only .05 and .1). The connectivity cost for multilevel bus systems for 
various networks are in most cases lower than those of partial connection multiple 
bus systems [16].
1.2 M o t iv a t i o n  f o r  t h e  p r e s e n t  r e s e a r c h
The cost of connection for multiple bus systems is important for two reasons. First, 
as network size grows, connectivity cost grows unacceptably high. Second, the 
problem of bus loading becomes severe as the number of connections exceeds certain 
threshold [16].
The connection between a processor and a bus involves connecting all the exter­
nal signals of the processor to the bus. The same is true for a connection between 
a memory module and a bus. The total number of bus connections grows with 
increase in the number of processors, memory modules and buses for all variants of 
multiple bus systems [5, 9, 10, 12, 16, 24]. For a large multiprocessor system the 
connectivity cost can constitute significant part of overall cost. This situation is 
depicted vividly by Mahmud [16]. We directly quote from [16]:
“The cost of connection is significant part of the entire cost of a m ulti­
processor system. Because the memory bus of a 32-bit RISC or CISC 
processor can have as many as 80-90 signal lines, which includes address, 
control and bidirectional data lines. Thus, every connection (switch) will 
require approximately 100-120 tristate buffers. Note that two tristate 
buffers are necessary for every bidirectional data line. A switch can be 
implemented either on a single chip or on multiple chips. A single chip 
switch will require as many as 200-250 pins; 100-120 pins for the mem­
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ory side and another additional 1 0 0 - 1 2 0  pins for the processor side and 
some additional pins for the arbitration signals. Thus, every switch may 
be as expensive as a processor. Hence for a system with a large number 
of processors it is desirable to reduce the number of connections.”
Present day processors actually have even more address, data and control lines and 
therefore connection cost for the switches wiU be even higher than that depicted in 
[16]. For example the number of external signais in the UltraSparc processor is 144 
[23]. So to build a cost effective multiprocessor system bus connectivity cost has to 
be reduced to the extent that is possible.
Another critical aspect of bus connectivity is the problem of bus loading. If a 
large number of processors and memory modules are connected to a bus then due to 
capacitive loading, signal quality will degrade in terms of rise and fail times as well 
as waveform [16], [20]. This may require reducing the speed of bus transactions and 
in the extreme may render the system inoperable. W ith future optical technology 
while the problem of bus loading is expected to be reduced to some extent, for a very 
large system bus loading will still be a problem and the cost factor may actually be 
more profound.
The approaches taken thus far reduced bus connectivity in some cases with 
degradation in performance and in other cases without degradation in performance 
compared to a conventional multiple bus system. Performance degradation in some 
cases is an acceptable trade off as in the case of partial connection multiple bus 
systems.
Considering the above, it is worthwhile to explore new approaches for further 
reduction in bus connectivity in both cases. The research reported in this disser­
tation is based on the important observation that part of the connectivity in any
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multiple system is required only for some highly improbable request patterns. The 
hypothesis of our research is that further reduction in connectivity is achievable by 
eliminating probabilistically redundant connectivity with almost no degradation in 
performance for both fuU and partial connection systems.
The objective of this research is to investigate the possibility of reducing cost 
complexity considering the probability of different request patterns. We wiU consider 
a base model for an MIMD multiple bus systems and apply a probabilistic technique 
to reduce connectivity. We will attem pt to reduce the connectivity in such a way 
that only some highly improbable request patterns will be allocated fewer buses than 
in a base model system. This technique to reduce connectivity will be referred to as 
probabilistic connection reduction (PCR) and the resulting architecture will be called 
Probabilistically reduced connection multiple bus system  (PRMB). In its original form 
the PCR technique attempts to reduce bus connectivity from the memory side only. 
As will be discussed later in detail, the base model for multiple bus systems will have 
groups of memory modules and each group will be connected to a set of buses. In the 
PCR technique each group of memory modules will be further divided into subgroups 
and a subset of buses from the original group will be connected only within each of 
these subgroups. Besides, some buses known as common buses will be connected to 
all the subgroups of a group. The appropriate selection of the number of common 
buses will ensure that, with high probability, a request pattern will be satisfied as in 
a base model system. Our results will support our hypothesis and will show that the 
proposed technique is indeed effective in reducing bus connectivity, in some cases 
significantly, at almost no degradation in performance. We further study the PRMB 
system when memory queues are incorporated. We simplify the queuing problem by 
using the method of aggregation. We compare the performance of PRMB system
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with memory queues with those of several traditional systems under the memory 
queue assumptions. Our results with queues incorporated, show that performance 
of PRMB system is not any way adversely affected
1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION
The organization of the rest of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 will elaborate 
on architectural features of PRMB systems such as its interconnection pattern and 
arbitration mechanism. We evaluate the minimum number of common buses needed 
such that with high probability a request pattern will get the same number of buses 
as in the base model system. We introduce and formally define a general request 
model. This model encompasses the uniform request model, hotspot request model, 
locality based request model and locality based request model with local hotspots. 
The number of common bus thus determined will be shown to provide the desired 
performance for the given request models while reducing connectivity significantly. 
We evaluate the memory bandwidth and cost for the PRMB system and compare 
it with those of the base model system.
The number of common buses needed in a PRMB system to achieve certain 
performance level will vary depending on the number of subgroups in each group. 
As a result, overall connectivity will vary as the number of subgroups varies. In 
Chapter 3 we study the relationship between the number of common buses and 
the number of subgroups and attem pt to reach the PRMB architecture that has 
minimum connectivity cost.
Queuing analysis for multiple bus systems is considered difficult because of the 
passive resources associated with the memory servers [6 ]-[8 ], [18]. In a PRMB sys­
tem buses are associated with both the subgroup and group levels, which further
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complicates the queuing analysis. In Chapter 4 we present an approximate method 
based on the aggregation technique to make the queuing problem tractable. We de­
termine the throughput of the system for two different request models namely, the 
uniform request model and the hotspot request model. We also present simulation 
results for PRMB systems to determine the accuracy of the approximate method. 
Our results will demonstrate the accuracy of the approximating technique we pro­
pose. We also compare our results with those of corresponding base model systems. 
For all the networks considered, under both request models, the performance of the 
PRMB system is almost identical to that of the corresponding base model system.
In Chapter 5 we address the problem of reducing connectivity from both the 
processor side and the memory side of the base model system using our probabilistic 
technique. Processors and memory modules in subgroups are connected by local 
buses while some common buses are connected to all the processors and memory 
modules. The number of common buses is determined as in Chapter 2  such that a 
request pattern in a group gets the same number of buses as in a base model system 
with high probability. We consider the same general request model and study the 
possible cost improvement compared to the original PRMB system. Our results will 
show that, except for request models with unusually high locality rate, this variant 
does not offer any cost reduction in comparison with the original version of the 
PRMB system.
Finally Chapter 6  is a conclusion which summarizes the research reported in this 
dissertation.
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C h a p t e r  2
P r o b a b il is t ic a l l y  r e d u c e d  c o n n e c t io n
MULTIPLE BUS SYSTEMS
In this chapter we study the PRMB system in detail. To show that probabilistic 
redundancy can possibly be eliminated from most architectures proposed thus far, 
we will introduce a more general multiple bus system which we shaU call the base 
model system.
2 .1  B a s e  m o d e l  f o r  a  m u l t i p l e  b u s  s y s t e m
The base model of a multiple bus system has P  processors, M  memory modules 
and B  buses. The memory modules are partitioned into G groups, with each group 
connected to the ^  buses. The processors are also divided into G groups but each 
processor is connected to all the buses. Let the number of processors, memory 
modules and buses in each group be denoted by M g , Pg and B q, respectively. Note 
that, for G =  1 , the multiple bus system is a full bus connection system, otherwise 
it is a regular partially connected bus system.
For the base model system a request pattern for a given bus cycle is defined a G- 
tuple {I’l, Z2 , -, ic ] ,  where ik is total number of memory modules in the group
that each receive at least one request in that cycle. A request pattern can thus be 
served by at most §  buses from a group and B  buses altogether. The memory bus 
connection complexity for the base model is 0 {M B g )-
18
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2.2 PRMB ARCHITECTURE
2.2.1 I n t e r c o n n e c t i o n
In the PRMB architecture, memory modules of each group are partitioned into g 
subgroups such that each subgroup will have equal number of memory modules 
and equal number of processors. Each subgroup within a group will be connected to 
some different but equal number of local buses Bg. Besides, all the memory modules 
within a group are connected to some common buses Be. Notice that the common 
buses are common with respect to the group only and not to the entire system. 
This basically amounts to re-distributing B q buses in a group (of a base model 
system) to different subgroups within the group with some buses being global to the 
group. Processors, as before, remain connected to all the buses. Let the number 
of memory modules and processors in each subgroup be denoted by Mg and Pg, 
respectively. To simplify the expressions we assume that g evenly divides both 
Ma and Pa- Obviously, Mg =  Pg = ^  and Bg =  , Figures 2 .1  and
2.2 show two examples of PRMB architectures along with the corresponding base 
model systems. The base model corresponding to PRMB system in the Figure 2.1 
is a full bus connection system and that corresponding to system in Figure 2.2 is a 
partial connection system with two groups.
2.2.2  A r b i t r a t i o n
The principle of arbitration in a PRMB system is to ensure the use of a  local bus 
first. The arbitration mechanism is a simple modification of the two level arbitration 
scheme proposed by Lang and Valero [1 1 ]. A P — user — 1 — server type arbiter 
is associated with each memory module (since there can potentially be P  requests 
for a particular memory module). This arbiter corresponds to the first level of
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Figure 2.1: (a) The interconnection of the base model system, (b) The interconnec­
tion of a PRMB system.
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Figure 2.2: (a) The interconnection of the base model system, (b) The interconnec­
tion of a PRMB system.
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arbitration. The first level arbiter selects one request for each of the requested 
memory modules. Winner of the arbitration proceeds to the second level. The 
arbitration in the second level involves arbitrating among Mg customers competing 
for Bg local buses and also involves arbitrating among the requests in each subgroup 
which cannot obtain local buses; (i.e., arbitration among g Mg—g Eg =  M g —B g + B c 
customers) for Be buses. Therefore, in second level arbitration, for each group we 
need Mg — user  — 1 — server arbiters and one (M g — B g +  Be) — user — Be server 
arbiter. In this level, first an attem pt is made to find a free bus from the local buses 
connected to the particular memory subgroup to which the request is directed. If 
a local bus is unavailable, only then an attem pt is made for a common bus. This 
is done by the Be server arbiter mentioned above. At each level, the arbitration is 
done on random basis.
2.3 B a n d w i d t h  A n a l y s is
For multiple bus systems memory bandwidth is widely used as a performance mea­
sure [3, 5, 7, 9,10, 12,16, 24]. Memory bandwidth is defined as the expected number 
of busy memory modules (or buses in this context) in a  cycle. To evaluate the mem­
ory bandwidth for a  PRMB system first we have to develop a request model. Thus 
far most researchers have considered either a uniform request distribution model or 
some locality based request model. For bandwidth analysis and (later for evaluation 
of the number of common buses) we will consider a generalized request model.
2 . 3 . 1  R e q u e s t  M o d e l
To define the generalized request model we first introduce the concept of class.
D efin ition  2 . 1  Processors and memory modules are divided into some arbitrary 
number of sets with each set having equal number of adjacent processors and memory
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modules. Each of these sets is said to form a class. For a memory module in a given 
class all the processors within the class are local and all other processors are non 
local. Similarly, for a processor, all memory modules within the same class axe local 
and the rest of the memory modules axe non local. Processors in a class may favor 
one local memory module over the other local memory modules. In that case such a 
memory module is called a hot module. A module that is not a hot module is called 
a regular module.
Note that while for a given PRMB architecture the number of groups and the 
number of subgroups per group axe fixed, the number of classes might vary depending 
on the application. In other words groups and subgroups are architectural features 
whereas classes are features of the request model. Classes are intended to reflect the 
locality behavior of different subtasks assigned to subsets of processors and memory 
modules. Now, our generalized request model is described as follows.
1 . Processors operate in synchronous MIMD mode. Each processor generates 
requests independently of others. Request generation can take place only at 
the beginning of a cycle.
2. A memory request generated by a processor has certain probability of being 
directed to its local class, otherwise it is equally distributed to all the memory 
modules. If the request is directed to the local class then there is a certain 
probability that it is directed to the local hot module., otherwise the probability 
is equally distributed to all the modules in the local class.
3. Requests generated by a processor at successive cycles are independent.
4. Propagation delay and arbitration time are included in memory access time.
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5. Requests which are blocked (those that do not pass the arbitration) are ig­
nored.
Assumptions 3 and 5 will later be relaxed while considering our queuing model. 
The general request model presented, encompasses four specific request models: 
uniform request model, hot spot request model, locality based computation model and 
locality based computation model with local hotspots. If there is only one class in 
the request model and a processor request héis no bias to any memory module then 
the request model is a “uniform request model”. If the request model has only one 
class and a processor generates requests with some bias to one particular memory 
module (hot memory module) then the request model is a “hotspot request model” . 
If the request model has more than one class and aU the memory modules within a 
class are treated equally then the request model is a “locality based request model”. 
Finally, if there is more than one class and within each class there is a favorite 
memory module then the request model is a “locality based request model with 
local hotspots” .
2 . 3 . 2  N o t a t i o n
We introduce the following notation for the analysis of memory bandwidth in a 
PRMB system
C : number of classes in the request model.
r :  probability that a processor makes a request in any given cycle.
I: probability that a processor makes a request to its local class.
h: probability that a request to a memory module in the local class is a hotspot
request.
Pi: number of processors in a class.
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Pn'. number of processors in non local classes of a memory module.
M^i: number of memory modules in the local class of a processor.
M n- number of memory modules in non local classes of a processor.
H :  number of hotspot memory modules in a group.
H k: number of hotspot memory modules in the subgroup of a group.
Qr'. probability that a regular (non hotspot) memory module gets at least one mem­
ory request.
Qh'- probability that a hot memory module gets at least one memory request.
2 2 , ’ ' ' I'i’g)' request pattern in a group where ik is the number of memory mod­
ules in the subgroup receiving requests in the memory cycle under consideration. 
Notice that ik does not reflect the number of requests to individual modules. If a 
module receives at least one request, that module is included as one in the ik count. 
P r ( 2 i , 2 2 , • • •, 2^): probability of occurrence of the request pattern (ii, 22 , - -, ig)- 
6 2 2 5 ( 2 1 , 2 2 , ' • •, 2ÿ): number of buses that will be available to request pattern 
( * 1 1 22 , • ■ • , 2^).
bw : memory bandwidth of a group for the base model system. 
bw: memory bandwidth of a group for a PRMB system.
BW  : overall bandwidth in a base model system.
BW  : overall bandwidth of a PRMB system.
2 . 3 . 3  B a n d w i d t h
Remark: Unless otherwise stated, throughout the analysis a memory cycle means 
any arbitrary memory cycle. A request pattern implies a random request pattern 
with some probability distribution associated with it. The analysis that follow is 
based on one memory cycle.
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The memory bandwidth in a PRMB system can be determined by determining 
bandwidths of individual groups. Memory bandwidth in a group is the expected 
number of busy memory modules in a group per cycle. To evaluate the memory 
bandwidth in a group we have to evaluate the probability of a request pattern and 
determine the bus allocation for that request pattern in the group.
The probability of a request pattern can be evaluated as foUows. We start by 
evaluating the probability that a memory module (regular or hot) gets a request in 
a memory cycle. The probability that a processor Pi will mahe a request to a local 
and regular memory module M j is . The probability that it will make
a request to nonlocal memory Mk is Further, the probability that it wiU make
a request to a local hotspot memory module is rlh + — Therefore the 
probability that a regular memory module will not get a request from any of the 
processors in its local class is (1 — The probability that it will not
get a request from any of the non-local processors is (1 — Therefore,
Similarly, the probability that a hotspot module will not get a local request is 
(1 — rlh — . The probability that it will not get a request from any
of the non-local processors is (I — Therefore,
Now that we have evaluated the probability that a memory module gets a request, 
we can determine the probability of a request pattern (ii, *2 , • • •, To evaluate
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this probability we have to consider the number of hotspot requests in a subgroup. 
Assume that out of ik modules receiving requests in the subgroup, jk  are hot
spot modules. Obviously, jk  =  rmn{Hk,ik)- Therefore, the probability of a request 
pattern (*1 , 22, - , ig) is given by,
min(//i,.i)min(/fj,t2) min(jf„,,)  ̂ n  \  / \
■ S  £  - , 5
X (1 -  (■ » -« )  X X (1 -
Request pattern (ii, 2 2 , -, i g )  will take m in(û, B g )  local buses from the sub­
group. The number of requests in the k*'̂  subgroup that cannot be satisfied by the 
local buses is ik — min(%t, ^ 3 ). Therefore, the total number of buses that will be 
available to the request pattern (z’l, Z2 , • • •, i g )  is
3 3
bus{ii, %2, ' "  ,4 )  =  1 ]  min(zjt, B g )  + min(Bc, -  min(û, B g ) ) )
k=l k=l
We can now determine the memory bandwidth due to a group as follows
M g  M g  M g
bw -  - , i g )  X b u s { i i ,  %2, • • • ,  i g )
t't = 0  «2=0 ig = 0
Overall memory baiidwidth can be determined by adding the memory band- 
widths due to individual groups. Memory bandwidth due to each group will be 
determined by the above formula. However, depending on the number of classes 
in the request model the number of hotspots in different groups might be different, 
which would affect the probability of request pattern (z’i,Z2 , • • • ,Zg). This may hap­
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pen if C  is not evenly divisible by G or vice versa. If the number of hotspots in 
different groups is not the same, then the subgroup, k E {1,2, - ,#} in group 
i  might have different number of hotspot memory modules from that of the 
subgroup in group j ,  j  ^  i .  This will affect the value of P ( z i ,  Z 2 ,  - - ,  i g )  and thus 
the memory bandwidth in a group. Let W, denote the memory bandwidth due to 
group i .  We evaluate bwi for z 6 { 1 ,  • • •, G} and then calculate the overall memory 
bandwidth by summing the bandwidths in individual groups. Therefore,
  G
B W  =  ^  bioi 
1 = 1
Note that the memory bandwidth for the base model system can be derived by 
considering the special case of PRMB system where there is one subgroup in each 
group and where all the buses in a group are common buses.
2 .4  E v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  c o m m o n
BUSES FOR CERTAIN PERFORMANCE
As mentioned earlier, our hypothesis for this work is that some connections in tradi­
tional systems are probabilistically redundant and can thus be removed with negli­
gible effect on performance. Such connections, according to our hypothesis are used 
only when some highly improbable request patterns occur. Hence we attem pt to 
find the number of common buses (in a group) in a PRMB system such that bus 
assignment in a group will be, with high probability, the same as that in a corre­
sponding group of the base model system. Since the connectivity cost for a common 
bus is much higher compared than that of a local bus, the number of common buses 
should be kept as small as possible. So, we have to evaluate the minimum num-
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ber of common buses that ensures with high probability the same level of request 
satisfaction as in a base model system.
Let ( /i , / 2 , • • •, /j)  be a random vector denoting the number of requests to distinct 
modules in different subgroups of a given group. The distribution of this random 
vector will depend on the request model being chosen. In a memory cycle, the 
minimum number of common buses needed for allocating the same number of buses 
as in a base model system is a random variable which is a function of the random 
vector ( /i , / 2 , • • •, Ig)- Let this random variable be denoted by /(A , A, • • • •> Ig)- Let 
the cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the random variable /(A , A, ', A) 
be denoted by Pf(h,h,-4g)i-)- Therefore, denotes the probability that
the minimum number of common buses required in a memory cycle is less than or 
equal to n. The number of common buses should be chosen such that this probability 
is high. Therefore evaluating the number of common buses is essentially equivalent 
to evaluating the cumulative distribution function - )- Once we derive
the cdf function, the number of common buses will be a value n for which the value 
of this cdf function is a chosen high value.
The value of Jz, - ,4)(^) can be determined by adding the probabilities of the
request patterns for which the number of common buses needed will be less than or 
equal to n. We have a lemma that will identify those request patterns. Following is 
a definition that will be used in that lemma.
D efin ition  2.2 excess requests in a request pattern is the number of requests to
distinct memory modules of a group that cannot be satisfied by the local buses. For 
a request pattern (11,^2 , • • •, A) excess requests is therefore max(A — Bg.,0)
L em m a 1 Consider a given group. I f  for a request pattern the number of excess 
requests is more than Be and at least one subgroup in that group has less than Bg
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requests, then the request pattern will not get the same number o f buses as it would 
get in the corresponding group o f a base model system, otherwise it will get the same 
number o f buses as in the corresponding group o f a base model system
Proof: If a  request pattern has more than Be excess requests, it wiU not get enough 
buses to satisfy all the requests. Also if in this case one or more subgroups has fewer 
requests (to distinct memory modules) than Eg, then there will be some unused 
buses while other requests (for modules in other subgroups of the same group) are 
unsatisfied. In a base model system since all the buses in a group are available to 
all the requests in that group, for the same request pattern there will not be any 
unused buses. Hence in this case the request pattern will not be satisfied in the 
PRMB system as it would be in the corresponding base model system.
Now consider the situation where the number of excess requests that cannot 
be satisfied by local buses is less than Be- In that case the excess requests will 
be satisfied by the common buses and there will be no unsatisfied requests in the 
request pattern. Obviously the request pattern in this case is satisfied in the same 
way as in a base model system.
Finally consider the case where the number of excess requests is more than Be 
and no subgroup has unused buses. In this case though some requests in the request 
pattern will not be satisfied in the PLMB, there will be no unused buses in the 
group. So the request pattern gets ail the buses in the group, as it would be the 
case in the corresponding group of a base model system. ■
Consider an arbitrary group. If a request pattern (zi,Z2 , • • •, i g )  is satisfied with n 
common buses, then the request patterns obtained by permuting (21 , 22, • • • ■ , i g )  will 
also be satisfied by n common buses. Similarly, if a request pattern (21, 22, • • •, 2^) is 
not satisfied with n common buses then the request patterns obtained by permuting
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{ h , Î 2 ,  ,  i g )  will not be satisfied either. Let P r { i i , i 2 ,  - - ,  i g )  be the probability that
one subgroup (no m atter which subgroup) gets i \  requests, one subgroup receives 
22 requests ajid so on. In other words this is the portability of all request pattern 
obtained by permuting all the tuples in the request pattern (21, 22 , • - - , 2^). Let the 
tuples in the request pattern (21, 22, • • •, ig) be denoted by a set R  and suppose that 
this set can be partitioned into k subsets, where 1 <  6 < ^, such that each subset 
has identical members. By identical members we imply that every member of a 
subset is the same. Also suppose that the number of members in the subset is 
Tjj .  If the request model is uniform or is a locality based model with classes equally 
distributed among all the subgroups, then
f r ( % i , 2 2 ,  - , 2 g )  =  f r ( % i , % 2 ,  - , % g )  X  — T — p - - - - - - - - - j-
V l - V 2 - ' " V k -
For other request models,
PV(2~i ,  22, • • • ,  i j )  =  7 E  • • •  E  P r { n u - - - , n g )
ni€Hn2 6 H—ni ni-----
So while considering request patterns for evaluating P/(/i,/2,-,/j)(^) we need to 
check only one permutation of the pattern (21, 22 , - -, 2g). In order not to be satisfied 
as in a base model system a request pattern has to have more than Be excess requests. 
For this to take place certain minimum number of subgroups has to contribute a 
given number of excess requests, because one subgroup can have at most Mg — Eg 
excess requests. We now introduce the following additional notation.
N otation:
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9min[n) : minimum number of subgroups which have excess requests such that sum 
of the excess requests is >  n +  1. Let these subgroups belong to a set called
S.
cr{n) : minimum number of requests a subgroup has to have if that subgroup is to 
belong to set S  defined above.
: A function whose value is 1 if the sum of excess requests in 
group for request pattern (fi,Z2 , - - -, Zg) > n, otherwise its value is zero.
Thus,
n +  1 
M g — Bg
n +  1 
Afg -  Bg
{M g -  B g)
• • •, ig : n) =  1 if ^  max(û — Bg, 0) >  n 
=  0 otherwise
We can now determine the request patterns which are not satisfied as in the 
base model system. According to Lemma 1 a request pattern is not satisfied as in 
a base model system if at least one subgroup has less than Bg requests to distinct 
memory modules and the total number of excess requests in the group is more than 
n, where n is the number of common buses. If a request pattern has more than n 
excess requests, then this excess must be coming from a set S  of at least gmin{'^) 
subgroups and a subgroup in S  must have at least cr(n) requests. Having determined 
gminin) and <r{n) we can determine which request patterns will have at least one
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subgroup receiving less than Bg while producing >  n excess requests in the group. 
Also among all such request patterns we need to check only for unique patterns (i.e., 
patterns which are not permutations of a request pattern under consideration).
B g ~ ' l  M g  M g  M g  M g
Ps(h,l2r-Jg){n) =  £  S ' "  S  S  Ç
«1=0 i2=«i i p = r n a x ( a { n ) , i f i ^ i ) i 0 + i = i p  i g = i g - i
,Zg)A(zi,%2, : ” )
where ^  -  g -  ^m«„(n) +  1
In the above expression the limit for i\ ensures one subgroup gets less than Bg 
buses. The limits for subgroup /? ensures that if the excess request > n has to 
come through gminin) subgroups then one subgroup gets at least a{n) requests. By 
making lower limit of each index equal to the value of previous index we ensure that 
we consider only unique request patterns.
From the distribution function we can determine the probability
that a PRMB system with n common buses per group will allocate the same number 
of buses as in the corresponding group of the base model system counterpart. In 
the following subsection we will consider specific examples with different network 
configurations under different request models.
2 . 5  N u m e r i c a l  R e s u l t s
Here we consider some base model networks and for each network evaJuate the 
number of common buses per group needed for the corresponding PRMB system 
such that with high probability (to defined) the PRMB system will offer the same
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bus allocation (for a random request pattern) as that in the corresponding base
model system.
First consider a network with F  =  Af =  6 4 ,5  =  32, and G =  1. Notice that 
this network is a full bus connection system. We consider also a PRMB system 
where the group is further divided into 4 subgroups. We evaluate the cdf function 
considering different possible values for n  and different possible re­
quest rates under uniform request distribution. Figure  ̂ 2.3 shows the probability 
that the PRMB system will allocate the same number of buses as in a base model 
system for different possible numbers of common buses and different possible request 
rates. From the figure it is clear that for any request rate, with 16 common buses, 
the probability will be more than .99 that a request pattern will be satisfied in the 
same way as in a base model system. Also note that for any number of common 
buses, the probability that a  request pattern gets the same number of buses as in 
the base model system does not change monotonically with the request rate and 
that its value is lowest around r  =.7. This is because at r  =  .7, the mean number 
of requests a subgroup gets is approximately and obviously fluctuations around 
this mean will require more common buses than for other mean values. For the 
same network we considered other request models.
Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 show, respectively, the results for a hotspot 
request model, a locality based computation model and a locality based computation 
model with local hotspots with locality rate of /=.3 and a hotspot rate of h = . l .  
Note that the hotspot request model assumes a single hotspot. For the locality 
based model we consider C =  4. The non-monotone nature of the cdf function with
4 n  the  figure caption th roughout the dissertation we denote the network size by P  x  M  x  B  
where they  are respectively the num ber of processors, memory m odules and  to ta l num ber o f buses.
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Figure 2.3: Probability that a request pattern will get the same number of buses as 
in a base model system under uniform request model for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 
with 1 group and 4 subgroups in each group.
respect to the request rate is clear for all these request models. For the hotspot 
model the minimum value for the cdf function is at r  % .8, whereas for other request 
models it is at r  % .7 (Figures 2.4-2.6) An important observation from these figures 
is that for all these request models we need at least 16 common buses so that the 
probability of a request pattern being satisfied in the same way as in a base model 
system is at least .99. This can be explained as follows.
First consider the cases of uniform and locality based request models. The value 
of P/(/i,/2 ,...,/j)(n) function for different request rates under these two request models 
are practically the same. This is because for both the request models the probability 
that a memory module gets a request in a memory cycle is the same. For both the 
request models this probability is obtained by assuming zero hotspot rate in the
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Figure 2.4: Probability that a request pattern will get the same number of buses as 
in a base model system under hotspot request model for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 
with 1 group and 4 subgroups in each group {h =  .1).
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Figure 2.5: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the same 
number of buses as in a base model system under locaiity based request model 
for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with 1 group and 4 subgroups in each group 
(C =  4, / =  .3).
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Figure 2.6: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the same 
number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model with 
local hotspot for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with 1 group and 4 subgroups in 
each group {C =  4, / =  .3, A =  .1).
generalized request model. Therefore,
(2 . 1)
Using the above formula we evaluate the value of Çr for the uniform request model 
and for the locality based model with a locality rate of I =  .3. Note here that the 
uniform request model is a special case of the locality based model with one class and 
and a locality rate of unity. The values of Çr for different request rates are reported 
in Table 2.1. By comparing the first two columns of this table it is evident that for 
all request rates the value of Çr is almost the same for both request models. This can 
be explained mathematically as well. In Equation 2.1 the quantities — and
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are very small, because M  »  Crl  +  r ( l  — /) aad M  »  r ( l  — /). Therefore 
we can write Çr as
. Crl  + r { l - l )  P.   ̂ r ( l - l )  P C  -  P ., ,  «  l _ e x p ( ----------   x - ) e x p ( ------ — x — ^ )
=  1 — exp{—— ) (2.2)
Equation 2.2 shows that Qj. is independent of the number of classes C  and the locality 
rate I. So the value of q̂ . should not vary for different locality based request models 
(which include the uniform request model as a special case). In Table 2.1 we report 
the values of qr evaluated by using Equation 2.2. It is clear that values of Çr obtained 
this way are almost identical to those obtained for the uniform and the locality based 
model.
Now the fact that qr is about the same for both request models directly implies 
that a given request pattern will have the same probability under both request mod­
els. Since Pf{ii,[2,-,[g){n) is the sum of probabilities of some request patterns (those 
satisfied by n common buses in the same way as in the base model system), the 
value of this function for both request models remains almost the same. Therefore, 
the number of common buses needed for a desired performance level is the same for 
both request models. Note that a  request pattern for a PRMB system only considers 
the total number of memory modules in each subgroup (of a group) receiving re­
quests. It does not take into account the source of requests (because bus assignment 
does not depend on that). If for bus assignment the source of requests had to be 
taken into account, then the probability of a request pattern will differ for a uniform 
request model from that of a locality based request model and the value of the cdf 
function in that case will be different for these two request models. This argument
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will be better supported in Chapter 6 when we consider another variant of PRMB 
systems, where the source of requests plays an important role in bus assignment.
In the case of a hotspot request model the value of Çr is different from that 
of a uniform request model. Besides, in a hotspot request model the hot memory 
module gets requests at a different rate than Çr (it gets request at a rate of qh). From 
Figure 2.4 it is clear that for the hotspot request model the value of ,/%,...,/,)(") is 
different from that in a uniform request model for any given request rate. However 
this difference is not very substantial and 16 common buses are needed so that 
the value of the cdf function > .99. This is explained as follows. The hotspot 
memory module gets requests at a higher rate than a regular memory module. For 
the hotspot rate of h =  .1, considered in the example, bias towards the hotspot is 
not significant. Note that here we don’t assume queuing, where significant number 
of processors in any memory cycle can be blocked at the hotspot module. Under 
the present request model (non queue situation) and with the present hotspot rate, 
the hotspot module gets only slight bias over other modules. So the probability 
distribution that a given number of memory modules in the subgroup containing 
the hotspot module will get requests in any memory cycle does not vary significantly 
from that of other subgroups. The request situation therefore will not change much 
from that of a uniform request model.
With a higher hotspot rate bias towards hotspot memory module can be in­
creased to a great extent. This can be seen if we consider a hotspot rate of, h = .5. 
In that case the value of the function P/(/i,/2 , -,/j)(n) changes substantially from that 
for a uniform request model. This is illustrated in Figure 2.7. In that case we need 
only 12 common buses to make the value of the cdf function >  .99. The reason for 
the drop in the needed number of common buses is that with high bias towards the
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hotspot module, excess requests wiU tend to be less evenly distributed among sub­
groups and statistically the surplus buses would tend to come from more subgroups 
than in the case of a  uniform request model. If the same number of surplus buses 
comes from more subgroups, the number of common buses will be obviously less.
The case of a locality based computation model with local hotspot is analogous to 
the hotspot case. However since the hotspots are distributed in different classes and 
a hot module is favored only by processors in the local class, the impact of hotspots 
is even less significant. If the rate of locality and the hotspot rates are increased 
sufficiently there will be substantial changes in /,)(«)• The locality rate has
to be increased because the hotspot modules axe favored only by local processors. 
For the same network, if we change the locality rate I to .7 and the hotspot rate h 
to .7, as illustrated in Figure 2.8, the value of the function will vary
significantly from that for a locality based request model. The number of common 
buses needed for the cdf function to be > .99 in this case will change to 12. The 
reason for the drop in the number of common buses is analogous to that given in 
the case of a hotspot request model.
Now that we have evaluated the number of common buses required for the PRMB 
system, we can numerically evaluate the memory bandwidth for the PRMB system 
and compare it with the corresponding value for the base model system. Table 2.2 
lists the memory bandwidths for both the PRMB system and the corresponding base 
model system for different request rates. It also shows memory bus connectivity cost 
for both systems. For simplicity memory bus connectivity cost is assumed to equal 
to the number of interfaces between all the memory modules and all the buses. From 
the table it is clear that while there is almost no degradation in performance, there 
is significant reduction in connectivity cost. We evaluate the memory bandwidth for
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Table 2.1: Comparison of qr under uniform request model, locality based computa­
tion model with C =  6 and / =  .3 and the value from Equation 2.2.
Request
rate uniform request locality based value from
r model model Eqn 2.2
.1 .095 .095 .095
.2 .182 .182 .181
.3 .260 .260 .259
.4 .331 .331 .330
.5 .395 .395 .393
.6 .453 .453 .451
.7 .505 .506 .503
.8 .553 .554 .551
.9 .596 .597 .593
1.0 .635 .636 .632









0 .7 ! 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5  0 . 8  0 . 7
Proc. request rate r
0.8 0 . 9
Figure 2.7: Probability that a request pattern will get the same number of buses as 
in a base model system under hotspot request model for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 
with 1 group and 4 subgroups in each group [h =  .5).
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0 . 8 5
0.8
0 . 7 5
0.1 0 . 3 0 . 5  0 . 6  0 . 7
Proc. request rate r
0 . 4 0 . 9
Figure 2.8: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the same 
number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model with 
local hotspot for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with 1 group and 4 subgroups in 
each group (C =  4, / =  .7, /i =  .7).
other request models as well. Table 2.3, Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 show the results, 
respectively, for the hotspot request model, the locality based computation model 
and the locality based computation model with local hotspot. As cam be seen, for 
all these request models the performance of the two systems are almost identical.
We consider some more networks for numerical illustration. For ail these net­
works we consider a moderate locality rate of / =  .3 and a hotspot rate of A =  .1 
(Note that the hotspot rates of .5 or .7, considered earlier for illustration purpose 
are not realistic). For locality based request models number of classes considered 
is different for different networks. Figures 2.9 through 2.24 show the cdf function 
for theses networks. The results for memory bandwidth are illustrated in Tables 
2.6-2.21. The results obtained for these networks are similar to those obtained for 
the previously considered networks. The results show improvement in memory bus
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Table 2.2: Memory bandwidths under a uniform request model for a network of size





















Table 2.3: Memory bandwidths of multiple under a hotspot request model for a 





for base model system
cost=2048
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
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Table 2.4: Memory bandwidths under a locality based request model for a network





for base model system
cost=2048
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 












Table 2.5: Memory bandwidths under a locality based request model with local 
hotspot for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32, 1 group aad 4 subgroups with C =  4, / =  .3 





for base model system
cost=2048
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
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0 . 9
0 . 8 5
%  0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0.6
0.1 0 . 3 0 . 4 0.6 0 . 70 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0 . 90.8
Figure 2.9: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the same 
number of buses as in a base model system under uniform request model for a 
network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 5 subgroups in each group.
connectivity cost with almost no change in memory bandwidth. The memory bus 
connectivity cost can be improved further (in some cases) by developing an optimal 
PRMB network which cis we discuss in the next chapter.
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0 . 9




0 . 8 5
%  0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0.6
0.1 0 . 3 0 . 4 0.60 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0 . 7 0 . 9
Figure 2.10: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a  base model system under hotspot request model for a 
network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 5 subgroups in each group (A =  .1).
0 . 9 5
0 . 9 ■on = 20 
■+/1 = 15 
■mn = 10 
-n  = 5
0 . 8 5
%  0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0.2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0.6 0 . 7 0.8 0 . 9
Figure 2.11: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 5 subgroups in each group 
(C =  10, / =  .3).
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0 . 9 5
0 . 9
-O ft  = 20 
- + f t  = 15
-*fi = 10
- f t  = 5J
%  0 . 7 5  u
o
g  0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0.6
0.1 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0.6 0 . 7 0 . 9
Figure 2.12: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the same 
number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model with 
local hotspots for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 5 subgroups in 
each group (C =  10, / =  .3).
0 . 9 5
0 . 9
 ̂ 0 . 8 5
0.6
0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5  '
0.6
0 . 5 5
0.2 0 . 4  0 . 5  0 . 6  0 . 7
Proc. request rate r
0.80 . 3 0 . 9 1
Figure 2.13: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under uniform request model for 
a network of size 90 x 90 x 30 and 3 groups with 3 subgroups in each group.
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0 . 9 5
0 . 9
%  0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0.6
0.2 0 . 4 0 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0.60 . 3 0 . 7 0.8 0 . 9
Figure 2,14: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under hotspot request model for a 
network of size 90 x  90 x  30 and 3 groups with 3 subgroups in each group {h =  .1).
0 . 9 5
0 . 9
*  0 . 8 5
u  0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0.6
0 . 5 5
0 . 90 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0.6 0 . 7 0.8
Figure 2.15: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
for a network of size 90 x  90 x 30 with 3 groups and 3 subgroups in each group 
((7 =  6 ,/ =  .3).
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0 . 9 5
0 . 9
i -  0 . 8 5
0.8
0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0.6
0 . 5
0.1 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 70 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0.6 0 . 9
Figure 2.16: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the same 
number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model with 
local hotspots for a network of size 90 x 90 x 30 with 3 groups and 3 subgroups in 
each group (C =  6,/ =  .3, A =  .1).
0 . 9 5
S ’ 0 . 9  -




%  0 . 7 5 n = 6 
n = 4
/I = 2oO  0 . 7  
;
0 . 6 5
0 . 3 0 . 5  0 . 6  0 . 7
Proc. request rate r
0 . 4 0.8 0 . 9
Figure 2.17: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under uniform request model for 
a network of size 96 x 96 x 48 with 2 groups and 2 subgroups in each group.




0 . 8 5
%  0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0 . 3 0 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0 . 4 0.6 0 . 7 0.8 0 . 9
Figure 2.18: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under hotspot request model for a 
network of size 96 x 96 x 48 with 2 groups and 2 subgroups in each group {h =  .1).
0 . 9 5
0 . 9
0 . 8 5
0.8
n =  6 
/z = 4 
w =  2
%  0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0 . 4 0 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0 . 90 . 3 0.6 0 . 7 0.8
Figure 2.19: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
for a network of size 96 x 96 x 48 with 2 groups and 2 subgroups in each group 
(C =  4, / =  .3).
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0 . 9 5
0 . 9
0 . 8 5
0.8
0 . 7 5
0 . 7
0 . 6 5
0.6
0.1 0.2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0.6 0 . 70 . 5
Proc. request rate r
0 . 9
Figure 2,20: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the same 
number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model with 
local hotspots for a network of size 96 x 96 x 48 with 2 groups and 2 subgroups in 
each group (C =  4, / =  . 3 , =  .1).













V  ̂ 0.8
■ « /J  = 10
0.7!
0.3 0 . 4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Proc. request rate r
0.9
Figure 2.21: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under uniform request model for 













0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Proc. request rate r
0.8 0.9 1
Figure 2.22: Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under hotspot request model for a 
network of size 120 x 120 x 60 with 3 groups and 5 subgroups in each group (h =  .1).















0.2 0.3 0.5 0 .6  0.7
Proc. request rate r
0 . 4 0 . 9
Figure 2.23; Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
for a  network of size 120 x 120 x 60 with 3 groups and 5 subgroups in each group 
(C =  6, / =  .3).
1# -
0.95









7 1  = 5
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Proc. request rate r
0.7 0.8 0 . 9
Figure 2.24; Probability that in a PRMB system a request pattern will get the same 
number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model with 
local hotspots for a network of size 120 x 120 x 60 with 3 groups and 5 subgroups 
in each group (C =  6, / = .3, /i =  .1).
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Table 2.6: Memory bandwidth under a uniform request model for a network of size





for base model system
cost=2450
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 












of sizeTable 2.7: Memory bandwidth under a hotspot request model for a network 
70 X 70 X 35 with 1 group and for the PRMB system and 5 subgroups in a groupwith 





for base model system
cost=2450
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
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Table 2.8: Memory bandwidth under a locality based request model for a network
of size 70 X 70 X 35 with 1 group and 5 subgroups in the group with C =  10, / =  .3.
Request Memory bandwidth Memory bandwidth
rate for base model system for PRMB system












Table 2.9: Memory bandwidth under a locality based request model with local 
hotspot for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 groups and 5 subgroups in each 
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Table 2.10: Memory bandwidth under a uniform request model for a network of size
90 X 90 X 30 with 3 groups and 3 subgroups in each group.
Request Memory bandwidth Memory bandwidth
rate for base model system for PRMB system












Table 2.11: Memory bandwidth under a hotspot request model for a  network of size 
90 X 90 X 30 with 3 groups and 3 subgroups in each group with h =  .1.
Request Memory bandwidth Memory bandwidth
rate for base model system for PRMB system
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Table 2.12: Memory bajidwidth under a locality based request model for a network





for base model system
cost=900
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 












Table 2.13: Memory bandwidth under a locality based request model with local 
hotspot for a network of size 90 x 90 x 30 with 3 groups and 3 subgroups in each 





for base model system
cost=900
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
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Table 2.14: Memory bandwidth under a uniform request model for a network of size
96 X 96 X 48 with 2 groups and 2 subgroups in each group.
Request Memory bandwidth Memory bandwidth
rate for base model system for PRMB system












Table 2.15: Memory bandwidth under a  hotspot request model for a network of size 





for base model system
cost=2304
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
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Table 2.16: Memory bandwidth under a locality baaed request model for a  network





for base model system
cost=2304
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
(5c =  6 ) 
cost=1440
.1 9.141 9.141




. 6 42.295 42.372
.7 45.485 45.458
. 8 47.074 47.052
.9 47.717 47.705
1 . 0 47.927 47.921
Table 2.17: Memory bandwidth under a locality based request model with local 
hotspot for a network of size 96 x 96 x 48 with 2 groups and 2 subgroups in each 





for base model system
cost=2304
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
(5c =  6 ) 
cost=1440
.1 9.133 9.133




. 6 42.274 42.252
.7 45.396 45.369
. 8 47.024 47.002
.9 47.696 47.683
1 . 0 47.920 47.914
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Table 2.18: Memory bandwidth under a uniform request model for a network of size





for base model system
cost=2400
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
{Be =  15) 
cost=1920
.1 11.424 11.424




. 6 52.686 52.682
.7 56.499 56.492
. 8 58.568 58.562
.9 59.495 59.490
1 . 0 59.844 59.841
Table 2.19: Memory bandwidth under a hotspot request model for a network of size 





for base model system
cost=2400
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
{Be =  15) 
cost=1920
.1 11.417 11.417




. 6 52.597 52.593
.7 56.432 56.426
. 8 58.529 58.523
.9 59.476 59.471
1 . 0 59.837 59.833
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Table 2.20: Memory bandwidths under a locality based request model for a network





for base model system
cost=2400
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
{Be = 15) 
cost=1920
.1 11.426 11.426




. 6 52.719 52.715
.7 56.525 56.519
. 8 58.585 58.579
.9 59.503 59.499
1 . 0 59.848 59.845
Table 2.21: Memory bandwidth of multiple under a locality based request model 
with local hotspot for a network of size 120 x 120 x 60 with 3 groups and 5 subgroups 





for base model system
cost=2400
Memory bandwidth 
for PRMB system 
{Be = 15) 
cost=1920
.1 9.133 9.133




. 6 42.274 42.252
.7 45.396 45.369
. 8 47.024 47.002
.9 47.696 47.683
1 . 0 47.920 47.914
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C h a p t e r  3 
O p t im a l  PRMB A r c h it e c t u r e
In this chapter we attem pt to find the optimal design for the PRMB architecture. 
A PRMB architecture is said to be optimal if for certain performance level, it incurs 
minimum memory bus connectivity cost. Performance level in this context is the 
probability that the PRMB system will provide the same number of buses to a 
request pattern as that provided by the corresponding base model system. Memory 
-bus connectivity  ̂ in a PRMB system has two components-connectivity due to 
common buses and connectivity due to locaJ buses. In the previous chapter we 
evaluated the minimum number of common buses for a PRMB system that will 
ensure certain level of performance. However the number was evaluated considering 
the number of subgroups in a group to be fixed and given. If the number of subgroups 
within a group is allowed to vary, then the number of common buses may also vary 
thus resulting in different bus connectivity cost. If the number of common buses 
increases then the connectivity cost due to local buses is likely to decrease and 
connectivity cost due to common buses will increase. The overall memory-bus 
connectivity cost might increase or decrease depending on the size of the subgroups. 
If the number of common buses is known for a certain number of subgroups in a 
group, then that information might be useful in determining the number of common 
buses for some different number of subgroups.
 ̂Recall the m em ory-bus connectivity cost is the cost of the connections between the  m em ory 
modules and the buses only
62
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It is possible that for a given performance level there may be some relationship 
between the required number of common buses for two different PRMB systems. 
In that case knowing the number of common buses in one architecture may make 
finding the number of common buses in another architecture easy. Consider two 
architectures one with g\ subgroups in each group and the other with §2 subgroups 
in each group. Consider an arbitrary request pattern , in the first
architecture. In this request pattern ik memory modules in the subgroup could 
be any ik memory modules in that subgroup. We can consider the requested memory 
modules in the entire group and from that determine the request pattern in the 
second architecture. Let the request pattern in the second architecture determined 
this way be denoted by (ix, • • •, ijz)- We call the request pattern {ii, Z2 , Jgi) 
in the second architecture “the mapped request pattern" of (2%, 2 2 , - - - , 2g, ) from first 
architecture. These two request patterns obviously have the same probability under 
any request model. We will explore possible relationship between the minimum 
number of common buses required for a request pattern (21 , 22, --- , 2g,) in the first 
architecture and the number of common buses required by the mapped request 
pattern (21, 22,- - - , 23%) in the second architecture for the same bus assignment as 
in the base model system. Since the choice of request pattern (21 , 22, ••• , 2'gj) is 
arbitrary, the relationship will hold for any particular request pattern in the first 
configuration and the corresponding request pattern in the second configuration. We 
will then use this general and deterministic relationship to probabilistically evaluate 
the minimum number of common buses needed in the second architecture given 
the minimum number of common buses needed in the first architecture. First we 
determine the number of common buses required to satisfy a request pattern in the 
PRMB system with the same number of buses as in the base model system.
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3 . 1  N u m b e r  o f  c o m m o n  b u s e s  n e e d e d  f o r  a  
GIVEN r e q u e s t  PATTERN
To evaluate the minimum number of common buses required to satisfy a request 
pattern with the same number of buses as in the base model system we introduce 
the following definitions
D efin ition  3.1 The number o f memory requests in excess o f to the sub­
group, is denoted by and the number o f requests short of to the k'’̂  subgroup
is denoted by Sk-
Thus,




sjt =  max(
9
— zt, 0)
where ik is the number of requests directed at distinct memory modules in the k^^ 
subgroup. We also define the following quantities
A
c
BgBg — g 
± e , - A
fc=l
9
Obviously a subgroup may have at most local buses and thus A is the number 
of remaining buses after each subgroup is assigned \ ^ \  buses. Therefore, a PRMB 
system has to have a minimum of A common buses in each group. ^ is the total
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number of excess requests in all the subgroups of a group and C is the number of 
surplus buses in all the subgroups of a group, provided that each memory subgroup 
is exclusively connected to buses.
D efin itio n  3.2 h{N  : a i , a 2 , • • •, On) is a recursive function where N  is its argu­
ment and the n, ’s are the parameters. Let 7 ,- be the indicator function for the 
parameter Oi. The function is defined as follows
h{N : 0 :1 , 0 2 , • • • , 0 :„) =
0, if either iV <  0 or Vi, 1 <  i <  n, a,- =  0
n +  h{N -  E L i  7 A: : min(o:i -  1,0), • • •, m in(a„ -  1,0)) 
, otherwise
In each recursion step parameter a,- is decremented by 1 as long as a,- > I. The 
recursion argument is decremented by the sum of the decrements of the recursion 
parameters. Each step of the recursion adds n, the total number of recursion pa­
rameters to the function h{.). Finally the recursion terminates either when all the 
parameters are zeros or when the recursion argument becomes < 0  for the first time.
The following theorem makes use of the above definitions to determine the min­
imum number of common buses in a PRMB system so that a request pattern 
(Û, • • • ifg) gets the same number of buses as in a corresponding base model
system
T h e o re m  1  The minimum number of common buses required for a given request 
pattern (z'l, Z2 , • • •, ẑ ) such that in the RRM B system the request pattern will be 
assigned the same number of buses as that assigned in a base model system is given
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by:
(i) = K C -S i,S2 ,---,Sg ) + A , if f  >  (
(ii) /(%!, %2 , - " ,  2g) =  : 6 i, 52 - "  , 3g) +  A, if (f < c
P roof:(i) When ^ > Ç, the number of excess requests is more than the number of 
surplus buses, if as many buses as possible are connected locally within subgroups. 
In this case the subgroups with surplus buses have to give up all the extra buses. 
Therefore, those subgroups have to supply (  buses to the subgroups which have 
bus shortages. Since in a PRMB architecture all the memory subgroups will be 
connected to the same number of local buses, if a certain number of buses has to be 
taken away from a subgroup, then the same number has to be taken away from each 
of the other subgroups. Suppose that a particular subgroup say the subgroup, 
has the largest number of surplus buses and suppose that the amount of surplus is 
Sk- Since all the surplus has to be taken away, the number of buses that would be 
taken away from the subgroup is 6k. So, altogether g x  Sk buses will be taken 
away from all the subgroups and the number of common buses will he g x  6k + A. 
Now we evaluate the expression h{Ç : 5i, S2 , • • •, Sj). Since Ç =  Yli=i -Sj, the argument 
C of the recursive expression A(C : Si,S2 , - - - ,Sg) cannot become zero before all the 
parameters become zeros. Since each step of the recursion decrements a parameter 
by 1 , the number of steps needed to make (  equal to zero is M ax{si,S2, • • • ,Sg) =  
6k- Since the number of parameters in the recursive expression is g, then A(( : 
s i, S2 , • • •, Sj) = g X 6k and the minimum number of common buses needed is h{( :
•Sl, 52, • • • , S g )  +  A .
(ii) When ^ < C, the number of excess requests is less than the number of surplus 
buses. Therefore we need to take surplus buses only to the extent needed to meet ^ 
excess requests. Since there are more surplus buses in different subgroups than there
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are bus shortages, there may exist different possible ways of taking surplus buses 
from subgroups, all of which might not result in the same number of common buses. 
Suppose to satisfy the excess requests of the maximum number of surplus buses 
a subgroup contributes is S^ax- Now depending on how we take surplus buses from 
different subgroups, the value of S^ax may vary. We can take surplus buses from 
different subgroups in an even fashion or we can take relatively more buses from some 
subgroups than others. Depending on our choice, the value of Smax may be small or 
large. We want to make Smax as small as possible because the number of common 
buses finally will be gSmax +  A. The recursive relation h(^ : si, sa, • • •, Sg) takes one 
surplus bus from a subgroup at each step as long as the subgroup has a surplus and 
the argument of the recursive expression (which at any step represents the number 
of excess requests at that step) is > 0. This ensures that a subgroup is not favored 
over another in the sense that two buses will not be taken from a subgroup without 
taking at least one surplus bus from every other subgroup. This ensures that the 
largest number of surplus buses taken from any subgroup is minimum. Therefore, 
the minimum number of common buses needed is h(^ : s i,S 2, ■ ■ • ,Sg) + A  ■
3 . 2  R e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  c o m m o n
BUSES IN TWO DIFFERENT P R M B  
ARCHITECTURES
In this section we will explore the relationship between the number of common buses 
needed for two PRMB systems derived from the same base model system. Let the 
number of subgroups in each of the groups in the first PRMB system be denoted by 
ffi and and the same number for the second system be denoted by §2- We introduce 
the following notation which will be subsequently used for the rest of the discussion 
in this chapter.
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N o ta tio n
e : the intended performance level for a  PRMB system under design. The PRMB 
system must assign the same number of buses to a random request pattern as 
the base model system with probability >  e for it to achieve a performance 
level of e.
Bci : the minimum number common buses, per group needed in the first configura­
tion for a performance level of e
Bc2‘ the minimum number common buses, per group in the second configuration to 
be considered for a performance level of e
We will use subscripts to distinguish between the parameters for the two systems 
under consideration. For example and Ça will denote the number of excess requests 
in a group in the first and second configurations, respectively.
Now if the value of B ^  is known and there is some relationship between Be, and 
Bc2 then that relationship can be used to determine the value for . We first look 
at how bus surplus and excess requests in a group for a given request pattern vary 
among the two configurations. The following is a lemma to that end.
L em m a 2 I f  g\ = kg- ,̂ where k is an integer >  1 and i f  the number o f buses in a 
group B e is divisible by both g\ and g-i, then for any request pattern )
in the first configuration and the mapped request pattern (î’i, za, - - -, Zg, ) in the second 
configuration, Çi <  Ça and Çi < Ça
Proof: A subgroup in the first configuration corresponds to k subgroups in the sec­
ond configuration. Since Bq is divisible by both gi and ga, Ai =  Aa =  0. Therefore
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the number of local buses in the bigger sized subgroup of the first configuration is 
equal to the sum of the number of local buses in the corresponding smaller sized 
subgroups in the second configuration. Since, (it, ig, and (it, i; , • • •, i^j) cor­
respond to a specific set of processor requests to distinct memory modules, bus 
shortage in a subgroup of the first configuration will be at most equal to the sum 
of bus shortages in the smaller sized subgroups in the second configuration. This 
is because some of the shortages in some of the smaller sized subgroups might be 
satisfied by the surplus buses in some other smaller subgroups when they merge and 
thus < ^2 - The same argument applies for bus surpluses in the two configurations 
and thus Ci <  C2 - ■
The following theorem uses Lemma 2 to establish a lower bound on the minimum 
number of common buses to consider (per group) for a PRMB system under design 
given that the minimum number of common buses needed to achieve a desired 
performance level in another configuration is known.
T h e o rem  2  (i) I f  g-̂  = kgi, where k is a positive integer, then Bc^ Bci (ii) I f  
92 =  kgi, where k > I is not necessarily an integer and n = [A:J, then Bc^ >
proof:(i) There could be two possible scenarios; First, the number of common buses 
in a group, Bg, is divisible by both gi and g2- Second, Be  is not evenly divisible by 
either gi or g2 or by both.
Consider a request pattern (%i, %2 , ' " ,  4 i) iii the first architecture and let the 
mapped request pattern in the second architecture be denoted by { i i , i 2 ,  - ■ ■ , i g f ) .  
Consider the case when Bq is divisible by both g\ and g2- A subgroup in the first 
configuration corresponds to k subgroups in the second configuration. By Lemma 
2  the number of excess requests in a group in the first configuration will be at
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most equal to that in the corresponding group of the second configuration (if we 
consider request patterns (î’i, S2 , ••• Jgi) zmd (e’l, fa, - - , ) as defined above). So the
number of surplus buses that need to be taken from a group in the first configuration 
will be at most equal to that taken from the corresponding group in the second 
configuration. The number of surplus buses a subgroup in the first configuration 
needs to contribute should be at most equal to that contributed by the corresponding 
k subgroups in the second configuration. Let us consider an arbitrary subgroup, 
say, the subgroup, in the first configuration. This subgroup corresponds to 
the (pfc +  1 )®‘, • • •, {pk +  ky^  subgroups in the second configuration. Suppose that 
the maximum number of surplus buses any one of these subgroups (in the second 
configuration ) provides is Smax- Thus the number of surplus buses provided by 
all these subgroups in the second configuration will be <  kS^ax- Therefore, the 
p‘** subgroup in the first configuration has to provide <  kSmax of its surplus buses. 
The number of iteration steps needed in the recursive relation of Theorem 1 to 
achieve that many buses will be at most k times those needed in the case of the 
second configuration. Since each step for the first architecture generates 1 /k''^ the 
number of buses of the second architecture, the number of common buses in the 
first architecture will be at most equal to that in the second architecture.
Now let us consider the caae when Bq is not divisible by either gi or p2 * Since 
9i < 921 then Ai <  A 2 . In other words, the number of common bus to start with 
in the first configuration is less than or equal to the corresponding number in the 
second configuration. Suppose that, for the first configuration, instead of starting 
with Ai common buses, we start with A 2 common buses. In that case the total bus 
shortage in a subgroup of the first configuration will be at most equal to the sum 
of bus shortages in the corresponding k subgroups in the second configuration. The
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same argument applies for bus surplus in a subgroup in the first configuration. So 
if we start with Ag common buses in the first configuration, we have the relations 
<  ^2 and Cl <  C2 - As shown in the above case, the number of buses that would be 
taken from each subgroup in the first configuration is at most equal to that taken 
form the corresponding subgroups in the second configuration. Had we started with 
Ax common buses instead, the final number of common buses would not be greater 
than that obtained by starting with A 2 .
So for both cases, the number of common buses required to satisfy a request 
pattern (zx,i2 , - - - , i j , ) in the first configuration will be less than or equal to that 
needed to satisfy the mapped request pattern (zi,%2 , ' "  ,*3 2 ) in the second config­
uration. Note that our choice of the first request pattern is arbitrary. Therefore, 
this relationship will hold for every request pattern in the first configuration and 
the mapped one in the second configuration. Let the set of request patterns which 
are satisfied in the second configuration with common buses, in the same way 
as in the base model system, be denoted by S. Clearly, the minimum number of 
common buses required in the first configuration for each of the request patterns in 
set S  will be less than or equal to Therefore Bc  ̂ >  B ^ .
(ii) First we consider the case when Bg  is divisible by both gi and g2. In that 
case a subgroup in the first configuration will contribute a number of surplus buses 
at most equal to those supplied by the corresponding k subgroups in the second 
configuration. Since k is not an integer, the corresponding set of k subgroups in 
the second configuration consists of n =  [fcj full subgroups and a fraction of a 
subgroup; the value of the fraction being {k — n). Let A be a subgroup in the first 
configuration. There will be n full subgroups and a fraction of a subgroup in the 
second configuration corresponding to subgroup A. Let B  be the subgroup in the
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second configuration that is split. Let the fraction of B  in the second configuration 
that becomes part of the subnetwork corresponding to A  be denoted by SG b  and 
the remainder of the fraction of be denoted by SGb- It is possible that for a given 
request pattern there will be fewer requests (may be none) for the memory modules 
belonging to SGb  and more requests (may be all) for the memory modules in SGb- 
In that céise the surplus buses in A  (in the first configuration) correspond to the 
surplus buses in n full subgroups in the second configuration and some buses (may 
be all) belonging to SGb- The number of buses connected to memory modules in 
SGb is {k — n ) ^ .  Let the maximum number of surplus buses that is taken from a 
subgroup in the second configuration be denoted by S^ax- la the first configuration 
a subgroup has to contribute a number of surplus buses which is at most equal to 
that contributed by the corresponding n full subgroups in the second configuration 
and those coming from the split subgroup, which is <  { k  — n ) ^ .  Therefore, the 
total number of surplus buses that needs to be taken away from a subgroup in the 
first configuration is
5  +  (fc ~  Tl)-----
9 2
=  Y ^ ^ r n a x  +  { k  —  T l ) — — 
k 92
Hence the number of common buses per group required in the first configuration is
^  5 l 7 ^ < ^ m a i  +  9 i { k  —  » ) — — 
k  9 2
=  ■^92^max + {k — n)—̂
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Since this relation holds for any given request pattern , we can write.
In other words,
B .  >  - B ,  -n n
Thus for this case the theorem is true.
Now consider the case when the number of buses in a group is not evenly divisible 
by either gi or Q2 or by both. As before, starting with A 2 common buses for the first 
configuration the situation becomes analogous to that when Bg is divisible by both 
gi and ^ 2 and the above relation follows. Hence the theorem is true for all cases. ■
Theorem 2 gives the minimum value for the number of common buses that should 
be considered for a PRMB architecture if the minimum number of common buses 
is known for another architecture derived from the same base model system. If 
the number of common buses thus determined for the second architecture does not 
ensure the desired performance level then we have to consider a higher value for the 
number of common buses. It is possible that while increasing the number of common 
buses for the architecture under consideration we could exceed the connectivity cost 
of the first architecture. Even if the desired performance level is achieved we clearly 
will not accept an architecture with higher cost. Therefore we have to have an 
upper bound on the acceptable number of common buses for an architecture under 
consideration. The following lemma establishes such an upper bound.
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L em m a 3 The upper bound on the acceptable number of common buses in the sec­
ond configuration is given by
D 92(91 — l)^ c i  +  (ff2 — g i ) B c  
-  1)
P roof: Memory bus connectivity cost for a group in the first architecture is given 
by +  BciM g =  MoBgi + B ^ M g . Similarly memory bus connectivity
for a group in the second architecture is MGBg^ + B ĉ M g- Therefore, the second 
architecture is less costly than the first architecture if MGBg^ +  Bc-^Mg < MGBg^ +  
Bci Mg which after simplification reduces to
D ^  32(91 — l)-^ei +  (g2 — 9 i ) B g  
-  1)
In the following section we present an algorithm to determine the optimal PRMB 
system based on the relationships established by Theorem 2  and Lemma 3.
3 . 3  A l g o r i t h m  f o r  d e t e r m i n i n g  t h e  o p t i m a l  
PRMB a r c h i t e c t u r e
Thus far we have determined the lower bound and the upper bound on the number 
of common buses to consider for a PRMB system given the minimum number of 
common buses needed to achieve the desired performance level in another PRMB 
system, derived from the same base model. A closed form expression for B ^  from 
the knowledge of Be, does not seem to be possible. As such, we could not find a 
direct analytical solution for an optimal PRMB architecture. However to determine 
the optimal PRMB system we have taken the following approach. We assume here
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that a base model system is given (i.e. M, P, B  and G are known) and that we are 
trying to design a lower connectivity cost system but with the same basic parameters 
(M ,P ,5  and 0 ).
First we determine the factors of M q, the number of memory modules in a group. 
We then consider the factors which are less than Bg, the total number of buses in 
a group of the base model system. Now the number of subgroups in a group could 
only be one of these factors. Let the minimum factor be denoted by g^in ajid the 
maximum factor (lower than B g ) be denoted by gmax- The number of subgroups in 
a group could only be a factor of Mq in the interval [gmin, g-max]- We start with an 
architecture with the minimum number of subgroups in a group (the lowest factor of 
M g ) and evaluate the number of common buses which ensures the performance level 
of e. Then using Theorem 2 we can determine the minimum number of buses that 
would be required for the next possible architecture. By next architecture we mean 
the architecture with the next higher number of subgroups in a group. Though we 
know the minimum value for the number of common buses for the next architecture, 
we still don’t know whether or not that minimum value will ensure a performance 
level of e. We have to check starting with the determined minimum number of 
common buses and gradually increase that number till the desired performance 
level is achieved. However it is possible that the number of common buses thus 
determined will incur higher cost than the previously considered architecture. So 
while trying to find the number of common buses stating with the minimum value 
and increasing successively, we must not exceed the upper bound given by Lemma
3. . Let the minimum number of common buses that need to be considered for an 
architecture be denoted by 6c, and the maximum number that could be allowed by 
cost consideration be denoted by bĉ . For the first architecture these values are gmin
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Algorithm 1
• INPUTS : M ,P ,B ,G
• Determine the factors of Mq- Denote them hy gi^g2 - • • ,gn in ascending 
order, where Vfc, 2  < g k <  Bq-
For (A; =  I; fc <  n; +  +)
{
9 - 9 k
Determine bci and bch applying Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 respectively 
For (Be =  bci\ Be < bch] Bc+ =  gk)
{
=  1 . 0
B , = ^
For(zi =  0; Û < Bg; ii +  +)
For(z2 =  %i;%2 < Mg; Î2 +  +)
F o r(Z j_ jm ,„  =  h -9 m in  — M g', ig-g„,,„  +  + )
For(i5_s^ .„+i =  m ax(z5_3„ ,„ ,a (B c));i5 _ g „ .„ + i <  M g ; ig - g ^ ,„ + i  +  +
For(ip =  i g ^ i ;  zg <  M g ;  i g  +  + )
{
P f i i h  ,Ji ) ,(h  ,Jl )...(/% ) ) ( ^ c )





Figure 3.1: Algorithm to determine optimal PLMB architecture
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and B e  respectively. For all subsequent ajchitectures these values are determined 
by applying Theorem 2 and Lemma 3.
Algorithm 1 , listed in Figure 3.1, starts with the architecture with minimum 
number of subgroups in a group. It then checks subsequent configurations with 
increasing number of subgroups in a group. For each configuration it looks for the 
minimum number of common buses within the interval of [6c,,ôc*] that will ensure 
a performance level of e.
The complexity of the algorithm is where a  =  +  gmax)
and /? =  + Qmax)- The complexity of the algorithm is determined in Ap­
pendix A. This is an exponential time algorithm which needs to be executed for 
different request rates and request models. Though the algorithm has high com­
plexity for some networks, it needs to be run only once during the design phase.
3 . 4  N u m e r i c a l  R e s u l t s
By applying Algorithm I we attem pt to determine the optimal architectures for the 
networks considered earlier. We choose e to be .99; that is the probability that a 
request pattern will be satisfied in the same way as in the base model system is 
>  .99. For probabilistic connectivity reduction, the performance level e is chosen to 
be very high.
For our results we consider the four request models utilized earlier. For the 
hotspot rate we assume h = .1 and for the locality based request models we as­
sume / =  .3. We consider a  broad range of request rates for processors (from .1 
to 1.0). The results of our evaluation are illustrated in Table 3.1. The table lists 
relevant parameters for optimal PRMB networks corresponding to each of the base 
model systems considered earlier. For the optimal PRMB network, the number of
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subgroups in each group, the number of groups and the number of common buses 
needed per group are reported. For both the base model system and the optimal 
PRMB systems memory bus connectivity costs are also listed in the table. If we 
compare these connectivity costs we find that the optimal PRMB achieves signifi­
cant reduction in memory bus connectivity (35%-42%) while providing performance 
within 1% of the corresponding (and more costly) base model system. Notice that 
base model system with G =  1 is a full bus connection system and for other values 
of G it is a traditional partial connection bus system.
















P, M  =  64, B  =  32, G =  1 2 8 2048 1288
P^M  = 70, B  = 35, G =  1 2 9 2450 1540
P, M  =  90, B  =  30, G =  3 2 4 900 540
P, M  = 96, B  =  48, G =  2 3 9 2304 1344
P, M  =  120, B  =  60, G =  3 2 6 2400 1560
To see the effect of relaxing the requirement on performance level we have eval­
uated the minimum number of common buses and memory-bus connectivity cost 
for the same network with e =  .95. The results are illustrated in Table 3.2. Clearly 
requiring epsilon to be only .95 results in further cost reduction form most networks. 
In this case cost reduction is from 40%-44% compared to the base model system. 
Notice that in two cases the cost remained the same as in the case of e =  .99.
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P. M  = 64, B  = 32, G =  1 2 6 2048 1216
P, M  = 70, B  =  35, G =  1 2 9 2450 1400
P ,M  = 90, B  =  30, G =  3 2 4 900 540
P, M  =  96, B =  48, G =  2 3 9 2304 1344
P ,M  = 120, B  — 60, G =  3 2 6 2400 1440
As opposed to relaxing the requirement for the performance level, if we increase 
the requirement for performance level the number of common buses needed is likely 
to increase and so will the memory-bus connectivity cost. However increasing the 
performance level t  >  .99 does seem to be justified at the cost of possibly accepting 
a higher cost.
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C h a p t e r  4  
Q u e u in g  A n a l y s is  o f  P R M B  s y s t e m s
Performance of multiple bus systems has been studied in the literature both in 
the presence of memory queues and without memory queues [3],[5]-[19], [21]- [24]. 
While involving memory queues is likely to add to the hardware complexity, queues 
tend to improve utilization of system resources. If memory queues are present then a 
processor does not have to resubmit a rejected request. While waiting on a memory 
queue a processor can be busy with other activities. In the design of a multiprocessor 
system whether or not queues should be involved depends on the expected set of 
applications. Nevertheless, performance of multiprocessor systems should be studied 
in presence of memory queues. In the case of the PRMB system it is important that 
performance be evaluated considering memory queues to check any possible adverse 
affect on system performance due to connectivity reduction. So the performance of 
the PRMB system in presence of memory queue should be compared with that of 
the corresponding base model system also in the presence of memory queues.
Queuing analysis for multiple bus systems is generally considered a difficult prob­
lem. Thus far most research in this area has focused on full bus connection systems 
and partial connection systems. These two classes have been incorporated in our 
base model. The contention for resources in these systems is simpler than that in 
PRMB systems. Nonetheless, even with full and partial connection systems, the 
queuing problem becomes complicated for several reasons. First, unlike conven­
tional queuing networks multiple bus systems have passive resources, like buses. A 
memory server functions only if a bus is available. Second, with the increase in
80
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the number of processors or memory modules the number of states in the queuing 
network increases exponentially [18]. A third difficulty stems from the distribution 
of the memory service time which is constant.
The approaches taken by the researchers in the past are as follows. Boudec [13] 
proved that if each processor is an infinite server with exponential service rate and 
there are M  classes of customers (corresponding to M  memory modules) and B  
exponential servers (corresponding to B  buses) then the multiple bus system has a 
product form solution. The assumptions adopted by Boudec [13] for the processors 
are restrictive and those for the memory-bus subsystems are unrealistic. Chiola, 
Marsan and Balbo [6 ] claimed to provide exact solutions for multiple bus systems 
with the assumption of general service rate for the processors and exponential service 
time for memory servers. They assumed the multiple bus system to be a product 
form network based on Boudec’s proof, though their model is not exactly the same 
as that of Boudec (different service time distribution for processors). Mudge and 
Al-Sadoun [19] proposed a semi-markov model for the analysis of a multiple bus 
system under a uniform request model. While their model has limited number of 
states, it requires solving a semi-markov process describing the behavior of a pro­
cessing element individually. This model is applicable, however, only in a situation 
where passive resources are global and the request model is uniform [19]. Irani and 
Onyuksel [8 ] provided a closed form solution for the multiple bus system consider­
ing a uniform request model. They too considered exponential service time for the 
memory servers. Marsan [18] gave an approximate solution which reduces the num­
ber of states by a lumping technique and several other approximations. This way 
he eliminated the numerical difficulties posed by exponentially increasing number 
of states for an exact model. His technique is also limited by the fact that memory
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service time has been considered exponential. Malimud [16] used the approach of 
mean value analysis for multilevel multiple bus system. He assumed exponential 
service time for both processors and memory modules. Towsley [21], [22] provided 
an approximate solution techniques based on the method of aggregation for multiple 
bus systems with both exponential and constant service times. While for the case 
of constant service time the multiprocessor system has to be homogeneous in the 
sense that all the processors behave identically, with exponential service tim e het­
erogeneous systems can be handled to some extent. The method of aggregation has 
been utilized by other researchers as well [6 ]. The aggregation technique to simplify 
a queuing network has originally been proposed by Chandy, Herzog and Woo [4]. 
They have shown that for a product form closed queuing network the aggregation 
technique gives exact solution [4].
The queuing problem in the PRMB system is more complicated them in other 
multiple bus systems studied thus far. While for the base model system allocation of 
passive resources does not depend on the distribution of non-empty queues within 
a group, for a PRMB system resource allocation depends on that distribution. So 
the number of states in the queuing networks for PRMB systems increases with the 
increase in the number of subgroups as well. So an exact solution for the PRMB 
system does not seem feasible, especially if we consider a realistic distribution for 
memory service time. We will be using an approximate technique for solving the 
queuing problems of PRMB systems based on the method of aggregation. It has been 
shown in [4] that the aggregation technique gives an exact solution for closed product 
form networks. For full bus connection systems Towsley [21], [22] has applied the 
aggregation technique and obtained results that were very close to those obtained 
by simulations. We will be adapting this technique for PRMB systems. However
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due to bus contentioa which depends on the the number of non-empty queues in 
different subgroups of a group, we cannot directly aggregate memory queues in a 
group as it can be done in a full bus connection system. While memory queues 
at the subgroup level can directly be aggregated, aggregation from the subgroup 
level to the group level has to be done in a taking bus contention into account. We 
modified the aggregation technique in a very innovative way at this level. We used 
the probability distribution evaluated by method of aggregating two queue at a time 
and used those information to aggregate multiple number of queues simultaneously.
4.1 M o d e l  f o r  PRMB q u e u i n g  s y s t e m s
The model for the queuing network of a multiple bus system depends on its archi­
tecture and the request model. The architecture defines how the passive resources 
are allocated to different requests in non-empty memory queues. The request model 
defines the arrival process and the distribution of memory service time. It also de­
fines whether the network corresponds to an open queue model or a closed queue 
model. In previous chapters we have discussed the architecture of PRMB systems. 
To develop the queuing model for a PRMB system, we need a request model. We 
will make more realistic assumptions for both processor and memory service times. 
We will assume that a non-queued processor has a certain probability to gener­
ate a request every cycle and that memory service time is constant. The request 
model will encompass the uniform request distribution and the hot spot request 
distribution. The request model we consider is outlined below.
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R e q u e s t  M o d e l
1 . Processors operate in synchronous MIMD mode. Each processor generates 
requests independently of others. Request generation can take place only at 
the beginning of a cycle.
2 . a memory request generated by a processor has certain probability to be di­
rected to the hotspot module, otherwise it is equally likely to be directed to 
any memory module.
3. a processor is either active or in a waiting state. A processor is active when it 
is not queued to any memory module, otherwise it is in a waiting state. In the 
waiting state a processor does not generate new requests. At the beginning of 
each cycle an active processor has certain probability of generating a memory 
request.
4. Propagation delay and arbitration time are included in memory access time.
5. memory service time is constant and is equal to memory cycle time.
From the request model just described, the PRMB system can be modeled by a 
closed queuing network with P  customers (one associated with each processor), and 
M  queues (one associated with each memory module). When a processor makes 
a request, it joins the targeted memory queue. A memory server works if the as­
sociated memory queue is non-empty and a bus is available. The availability of a 
bus depends on the distribution of the non-empty memory queues among different 
subgroups. Figure 4.1 illustrates the closed queue model for a PRMB system
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Figure 4.1: A closed queue model for a PRMB architecture. The number of permits 
in each group depends on the distribution of nonempty queues in subgroups within 
a group.
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4 . 2  A p p r o x i m a t e  A n a l y s i s
We will simplify the PRMB queuing network by applying the method of aggregation 
[4]. In the aggregation technique, a subset of queues in a network is replaced by an 
equivalent composite queue. The equivalent queue is intended to behave in a very 
similar way to the replaced subset in its interaction with the rest of the network. The 
simplified network is much easier to solve than the original network. Chandy, Herzog 
and Woo [4] have been shown that the aggregation technique gives accurate results 
for closed product form networks. For non-product form networks the aggregation 
technique is used only as an approximating technique [4],[25]. The PRMB system 
as we modeled is in general a non-product form network. This has been illustrated 
through an example in Appendix B.
Suppose that we want to aggregate a subnetwork A of a queuing network 0  . 
Suppose that N  contains the queues Q i , Q 2 ^ "  ' ,Qi  from queuing network 0 . We 
take these queues out of the original network, short the entry points and exit points 
of N  and form a closed queue network. The probability that a customer from any 
of the queue outputs goes to a particular queue is made equal to the conditional 
probability that a customer will go to that queue in the original network given that 
the customer goes to subnetwork N .  We solve this closed queue network and evaluate 
the combined service rate. In a continuous time model the combined service rate is 
the throughput of the network and in a  discrete time model it is the distribution for 
different possible number of customers that can be served in a unit time. The subset 
of queues (Qi, Q2, -, Qi) is then replaced by a single queue having a service rate
equal to the combined service rate thus determined. In the discussion that follows 
we outline the aggregation procedure for a PRMB system.
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We will simplify the PRMB queue system by replacing memory queues by an 
aggregated queue. We will then solve the two queue system consisting of a proces­
sor queue and the combined memory queue to determine the overall throughput. 
The aggregation of memory queues in a subgroup can be done without taking bus 
contention into account. However bus allocation within a group depends on the dis­
tribution of the number of non-empty queues in different subgroups and does not 
depend on how the non-empty memory queues are distributed within a subgroup. 
Therefore, memory queues within a subgroup can be directly aggregated. The ser­
vice parameter of the aggregated queue (henceforth termed as subgroup queue) will 
have a one-to-one correspondence with the probability of a given number of non 
empty queues in a subgroup. The aggregation of subgroup queues into a single group 
queue has to be done taking bus contention into account because the combined ser­
vice parameter depends on bus allocation. We discuss the aggregation procedure 
in the following subsection. The steps taken in the procedure axe summarized as 
follows.
• Replace Mg memory queues in each subgroup by a single aggregate queue 
whose service rate reflects the behavior of Mg memory queues when there is 
no bus contention.
• Replace g aggregated queues in each group by a single composite queue in­
cluding the effect of bus contention.
•  Replace G aggregated queues, each representing the memory queues in a cor­
responding group, with a single queue.
• Represent all processors by a single queue.
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•  Solve a two queue network consisting of a processor queue and a combined 
memory queue to determine the throughput of the overall system.
4 . 2 . 1  A g g r e g a t i n g  m e m o r y  q u e u e s  in  a  s u b g r o u p
In each subgroup there are Mg queues. These queues can be aggregated in one step 
or in — 1 steps. In the latter approach at each step two queues are aggregated. 
Let us suppose that within a subgroup memory queues are numbered 1,2, • • •, Mg 
following any arbitrary order. At step 1, queue I and queue 2 are aggregated. At the 
step, the {i + 1 )®‘ queue is aggregated with the aggregated queue obtained in step 
(z — I). The result of aggregation in the z‘̂  step is an aggregated queue representing 
queues 1,2, • • •, z + 1. If we attem pt to aggregate Mg queues in one step, the number 
of states will be very large even for a moderately sized network. It has been shown 
by Zahorjan [26] that aggregating two queues at a time provides more accurate 
results for first-in-first-out queues with non-exponential service times. Towsley 
used the approach of aggregating two queues at a time for a multiple bus system 
with constant memory service time [2 1 ]-[2 2 ] and obtained results which are very 
close to those of simulations. We also take the approach of aggregating two queue 
at a time and aggregate the Mg queues in a subgroup in Mg — 1 steps.
As mentioned above, at any step of aggregation we consider that the first queue 
is the queue aggregate produced in the previous step and the second queue is the 
new queue being aggregated. So at any step we have to solve a parallel closed queue 
network as shown in Figure 4.2. We define the state of a two queue network by the 
number of customers in queue 1. If there are k customers, then queue I can have a 
minimum of 0  customers and a maximum of k customers resulting in A: +  1 states. 
Therefore at any step of aggregation we have to deal with at most P  +  1 states. 
Had we chosen to aggregate all the Mg queues in a in a single step, then we would
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have had to consider all possible combinations of distributing P  customers in Mg 
queues. This is equivalent to find all Mg partitioning of P  distinct objects and the 
number of such partitions is . Such a high number of states is certain to
pose numerical difficulties even for a moderate sized network.
For solving a closed queue network of two queue system we introduce the follow­
ing notations.
Notation
Tm =  probability that a processor makes a request to one particular regular memory 
module.
r/i =  probability that a processor makes a request to the hot memory module. 
pi =  probability that upon completion, a customer will enter queue z, where i € 
( 1, 2}.
Si{j : n)  = probability that exactly j  customers complete service at a given memory 
cycle when there are n customers in queue i, where i G {1 , 2 }.
Saggrtij ■ k) = probability that exactly j  customers complete service from the aggre­
gated queue when there are k customers in the two queue system being aggregated. 
Pn =  steady state probability that there are n customers in queue I.
Pij = transition probability from state i to state j .
The probability that a customer after finishing in either queue joins queue 1(2) is 
the conditional probability that a customer joins queue 1 (2 ) in the original network 
given that it enters the subnetwork represented by queue 1 and queue 2. Therefore 
these probabilities are given by
P i  = . ^  ^ , if neither queue associates the hotspot queue
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Figure 4.2: A parallel two queue closed network
ir,
rh +  zr,
:— , if queue 2  associates the hotspot queue
ji -  l)rn 
rh +  ivm
otherwise
P2 = i + V
if neither queue associates the hotspot queue
rh
rh +  trm
:— , if queue 2  associates the hotspot queue
rh + irn
otherwise
In order to solve the two queue system we have to evaluate the transition prob­
ability Pij from state i to state j ,  where i , j  6  {0,1, - -, k}. This is evaluated as 
follows. The number of customers in the first queue is i and in the second queue is
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k — i. The majdmum number of customers these queues can serve is therefore i and 
k — z, respectively. In order to go from state i to state the number of customers in 
the first queue might have to be changed and this change depends on whether i > j  
or i < j .  In the first case, the first queue has to serve at least i —j  customers. In the 
second case, the second queue has to serve at least j  — i customers. Let the number 
of customers served by the first queue be m and let the number served by the second 
queue be I. Out of these I + m  customers who finished service, j  — (i — m)  have to 
join the first queue so that the number of customers in the first queue becomes j .  
Therefore the transition probability is given by
k-i
Pij =  E  E  : î > 2(/ : k -  i)
m=max(o,.-i) /=max(oj-f)
/  / +  m  ̂ 0  <  z < 6
\ j  - i  + m j
From the expression above it is evident that to determine the transition probability 
we have to have the service parameters of both queues. Now, the first queue repre­
sents the aggregated queue in step z — I, if z is the current step of aggregation. Let 
KggrtU ' the service parameter obtained by aggregation at step z. The service 
parameter of the first queue for any step can be found by the following recursive 
formula.
At step 1
si{j  : n) =  1 , if j  =  1 and Vn, 1 < n < k 
=  0 , otherwise
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At step z,
SiU : n) =  : ")
Since the second queue represents a single memory queue, its service parameter at 
any step is given by
S2U : n) =  1, if J =  1 and Vn, 1 <  n <  &
=  0 , otherwise
Since at any step the service parameter of the aggregated queue from the previous 
step is known, we have the service parameters of both queues under aggregation. We 
need to evaluate the steady state distribution for the state space of the two queue 
system. For that purpose we have to solve the following set of linear equations
k
Pi =  Vz, 0  <  z <  A:
j = 0
2 : %  == 1
i=0
Once we have evaluated the steady state distribution for the state space we can 
determine the aggregated service parameter which is nothing but the probability 
that certain number of customers will be served by the two queue system in a cycle. 
Therefor the combined service parameter is given by
71 min(i,t)
SaggrtU : ") =  23 23 ^  : z> 2 ( i -  m : n -  z)
1 = 0  m=max(Oj+t—n)
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4 . 2.2  A g g r e g a t in g  s u b g r o u p  q u e u e s
The aggregation of subgroup queues into a group queue involves taking bus con­
tention within a group into account. While for local buses in a subgroup there is 
no contention with other subgroups in the group, there is contention for the com­
mon buses in the group. Because of this contention aggregating two queue at a 
time will not be applicable going from subgroup level to the group level. All the 
subgroup queues have to be aggregated together taking into account the effect of 
bus contention. However that involves solving a ^-queue system with P  customers. 
The total number of states in such a network will be . Solving a queuing
network with such a high number of states will not be numerically feasible. We 
will use a technique which utilize two queue aggregation method to determine the 
probability distribution of the number nonempty queues in different subgroups for 
a given number of customers. W ith this distribution we can directly aggregate all 
the subgroup queues into a group queue in one step.
Contention in the original PLMB network (before aggregating memory queues 
within a subgroup) depends on the number of non-empty memory queues in each 
subgroup. In the simplified queue model obtained by aggregation at the subgroup 
level, the same contention is reflected by the number of customers each subgroup 
queue intends to serve. The total number of customers served by all the subgroups of 
a group depends on the distribution of the non-empty queues in all the subgroups in 
that group. Determining this distribution in the presence of bus contention might 
not be computationally feasible even for a moderate size network. We make the 
simplifying assumption that this distribution for a given number of customers in 
all the queues is independent of bus contention. Intuitively this assumption seems 
logical because the assumption is not about the total number of customers present
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in ail queues. The effect of this assumption along with other assumptions will later 
be checked by means of simulations. For aggregating subgroup queues into a single 
group queue we introduce the following notation. We use the term “queue” here to 
imply a subgroup queue.
N o t a t io n :
•  P {nx ,n 2 , - - - , n j  : 6 } =  probability that there are customers in the rn}^ 
queue given that there are k customers in all the queues, where 0  <  <  fc 
and k = Til + ri2 +  h considering no bus contention.
• -^Oii : k} =  probability that customers axe served in the
queue given that there are k customers in ail the queues, considering no bus 
contention.
• Si{j : k) = probability that j  customers will be served by the queue if there 
are k customers in that queue and there is no bus contention.
• ScU : k) =  probability that j  customers will be served by all the queues given 
that there are k customers in all the queues, considering bus contention
We define the following recursive relation
00 =  0 
= k
0m — 0m—1 ^m —1
In the recursive relation above 0 ,- signifies the maximum number of customers 
that can be in queue i, given that there are n i, n 2 , • • •, n,_i customers present in
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Figure 4.3: A parallel g queue closed network
queues 1 , 2 , • • •, î — 1 , respectively, and given that there is a total of k customers in 
all the queues.
Now, the service parameter " •  ijg ■ depends on the distribution of
the number of customers in different queues, i.e. iP{ni ,  U2 , • • •, rig : k]) and on the 
service parameter of each of the subgroup queues, in the absence of bus contention. 
In other words,
01 02 09
Jg : k} =  ^  ,rig : k}
n i= i l  "2 = i 2 '‘s
S i i j i  : n i ) - - - S g { j g  : Ug)
Determining the service parameter S { j i , j 2,---.,jg : A:} depends on finding the 
probability distribution P{ni, U2 , • • •, Ug : A;}. This is essentially equivalent to solv­
ing a parallel g closed queue model as illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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We determine P{rii ,n2, ■I'rig : fc} in ^ — 1 steps by successive aggregation as 
outlined below. In step 1 , we determine the probability distribution for the number 
of customers in queue I given the total number of customers in queue 1 and queue 
2. We then aggregate queue 1 and queue 2. At step 2, we determine the probability 
distribution for the number of customers in the aggregated queue from step 1 given 
the total number of customers in this queue and queue 3. We use this probability as 
the probability of the number of customers in queues 1 aud 2  given the total number 
of customers in all the queues (i.e. queue 1, queue 2 and queue 3). Aggregation in 
step 1 allows us to determine this probability by solving only a two queue system. 
We then aggregate the previously aggregated queue with queue 3. In general at step 
2, where * < ^ — 1 , we get the probability distribution for the number of customers 
in queues 1 , 2, • • •, z given the total number of customers in queues 1 , 2, • • •, z, i +  1 , 
and aggregate queue i +  1 with the aggregated queue from step z —1. At step £r — I, 
we simply determine the probability distribution for the number of customers in 
queues 1,2, • • • — 1 given the total number of customers in all the queues. At this
step we don’t do any aggregation. We will use the probability distributions thus 
determined at each step to determine P{ni, ri2 , • • •, : k}. We first address the
general aggregation procedure in any step f, I <  f <  ^ — 1.
Aggregating two queues at any of the above mentioned steps is similar to ag­
gregating two queues at the subgroup level as we discussed earlier. Let pi be the 
probability that a customer joins queue I after finishing and let p2 be the proba­
bility that it joins queue 2. Also, we use the notation p,y to denote the transition 
probability from state i to state j ,  with the meaning of the state being the number 
of customers in queue 1. At any step, queue 1 is the aggregated queue of some sub­
group queues and queue 2 is a single subgroup queue. Accordingly, the probabilities
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P i  and p2  will depend on the specific step of aggregation. At step i  of aggregation 
these probabilities are given by
2
Pi  =  1— Y» if neither queue associates the hotspot queue
7*771
 ̂ , if queue 2  associates the hotspot queue
T f t  +  ( A f j  -  l ) r ^  +  i M g r ,
Th +  { M g  — l ) r m  +  [ i — 2 ) M g r m  
 —j j z   ------- —T 77— - — , o t h e r w i s e
r / i  +  {Mg  -  l ) r ^  +  iMgVm
p2 = — r , if neither queue associates the hotspot queue
1 +  1
{ M g  —  l ) r j n  +  r h  ■ 4. 4-u u  ». 4.
-, II q u e u e  2 a s s o c i a t e s  t h e  h o t s p o t  q u e u e
r h  +  { M g  -  l ) r m  +  i r„
Mg Tjji
-, o t h e r w i s e
r h  { M g  -  I ) r „ i  +  i r „
The transition probabilities at any step of aggregation can be evaluated in the 
same way as before. Finally we solve the following set of linear equations to evaluate 
the distribution of the state space in steady state.
k
Pi  =  < i  <  k
j=o
t P i  =  1 
1 = 0
Once we determine the steady state probability distribution for the state space at 
any step, we can aggregate the two queues in that step by determining the combined
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service parameter in exactly the same manner we followed earlier at the subgroup 
level of aggregation.
As explained above, in the step of successive aggregation, we obtain the prob­
ability distribution that there is a certain number of customers in queues 1 , 2 , • • •, i 
for a given number of customers in queues 1,2, • • •, i, z -f-1. We use this probability 
to evaluate the final probability P { n t,n 2 , ,Ug : k}. Let us denote the the number 
of customers in queue i by 7 ,-. Then we can write,
P { n i , n 2, • • • , n j  : fc} =  P ( 7 i =  rzi : 72 =  rz i- t -«2)
P(72 = n i + r i 2 : j 3  = ni +U2+ nz)
Pi'ïg-i =  ni -)-------h Ug-i :'fg = k)
The probability distribution P ( 7 ,- =  ni +  • • • +  n,-_i : 7 , =  k) is determined 
at step i. So, once we are done with g — I steps we have all the information 
required to evaluate P { n i,n 2 , • • • ,n^ : A:}. As we determine this probability we can 
determine the service parameter •5'{ji,j2 , • • • , :  k}. Now, S { j i , j 2, " ' , j g  ■ k} is 
the probability that j,n customers will be served in queue m given that there are 
k customers in all the queues, in the absence of bus contention. In the absence of 
bus contention if queue m serves jm customers, then there are jm non-empty queues 
in the m*’̂  subgroup. Therefore, the service parameter 5"{ji, J 2 , "  Jg : k} is the 
probability distribution for the number of non-empty queues in different subgroups. 
Since we assumed that this distribution is independent of bus contention, we can 
use this probability distribution to determine the combined service parameter for g
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subgroup queues with bus contention. Therefore, we can write
ScU : k) =  ^  23 ' "  IZ  6 '{ni, M2 , - -, %  : A;}
711=0 712=0 71^=0
u{ni ,n2,--- ,ng : j )  
where u (n i , n 2 , ••• ,n<, : j )  =  1 , if »2 , - - , n,)  =  j
=  0 , otherwise
The evaluation of Sc{j : k) leads to aggregation of ail subgroup queues into a 
group queue with bus contention included. Now we have G queues, one for each 
group and we can further aggregate these queues into a single queue in G — I steps. 
Since contention for passive resources at the group level has been already taken care 
of, the aggregation of G queues can be done in a straightforward manner. This final 
queue thus obtained represents the memory-bus subsystem of the PRMB network.
4 . 2 . 3  S o l v i n g  t w o  q u e u e  s y s t e m  o f  t h e  p r o c e s s o r  q u e u e
AND MEMORY QUEUE
After replacing the memory queues by a combined queue with bus contention in­
cluded we have a much simpler model to deal with. The processors in the PRMB 
system can be represented by a single queue with a service parameter that reflects 
the behavior of active processors in the system. In other words, the distribution of 
the number of requests generated by active processors in a cycle will be the service 
parameter of the processor queue. The number of active processors is represented by 
the number of customers present in the processor queue. So the processors and the 
combined memory queue can be modeled by a series two queue system as shown in 
Figure 4.4. Note in the figure that a customer after receiving service in the memory 
queue can immediately rejoin the memory queue, whereas a customer after receiving







Figure 4.4: Two queue network for processor and memory queue.
service in the processor queue must join the memory queue. The first case is analo­
gous to a processor generating a request immediately after its previous request has 
been served. The second case reflects the situation where an active processor gen­
erating a request to one of the memory modules. To solve the two queue network 
for the evaluation of throughput, (which is the average number of busy memory 
modules) we introduce some more notation.
N o t a t io n
Pn : probability that there are n customers in the processor queue.
Pij : transition probability from state i to state j .
Spij : k) : service parameter for the processor queue denoting the probability that 
j  customers will be served if there are k customers in the processor queue.
The service parameter of the processor queue is the probability that a certain 
number of customers are served for a given number of customers in the processor
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queue. Therefore,
S p { j  :  k )  =  X H ( 1  -  r ) * ' - '
The transition probability p,y is evaluated as follows. Let the number of cus­
tomers served by the processor queue be m  and the number of customers served 
by the memory queue be I. At state z, the processor queue can serve up to i cus­
tomers. However \ i i  > k —j  it cannot serve more than k —j  customers since in that 
case even if all the customers served by the memory queue join the processor queue 
the processor queue will still have less than j  customers. Therefore the maximum 
number of customers the processor queue can serve is k — j ) .  If i > j ,  the
processor queue has to serve at least i — j  customers, otherwise state j  cannot be 
reached. So, the minimum number of customers the processor queue has to serve 
is max{0, i — j ) .  For the memory queue, the maximum number of customers it can 
serve is F  — z, the number of customers it has. If the processor queue serves m 
customers (those will join the memory queue with probability one), the number of 
customers left in the processor queue would be z — m. Therefore, to reach state j ,  
the processor queue needs j  — (z — m) more customers and the minimum number of 
customers served by the memory queue will have to be j  — i + m.  Thus we have,
min(«',fc-i) p - j
Pij = E  : 0 ‘5'c(/ : P  - i )
m=max(0 ,i—j) t=j—i+m
(   ̂ n  _
\ j  -  z' -t- my  ̂ ’
To evaluate the throughput we have to determine the probability distribution 
for the state space of the processor-memory queue system which can be evaluated
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by solving the following set of linear equations
Pi = J^PjPji
j=0
E P i  =  1
i=0
Finally Throughput could be derived as
p p-i
Throughput = E E  P p - i j  : P ~ i )
t=l j=o
4 . 3  N u m e r i c a l  R e s u l t s
We evaluate the throughput of different PRMB queuing networks using the approxi­
mate method described above . We consider the same set of networks we considered 
earlier and consider both a uniform request model and a hotspot model. For both 
models we assume several possible processor request rates and for the hotspot model 
we choose h = A. The results of our evaluations are listed in Tables 4.1-4.10.
In the approximate model developed for the queuing analysis we considered 
some simplifying assumptions. First, we applied the method of aggregation for 
our network which is not a product form network. Second, we assumed that the 
distribution of the number of non-empty memory queues in different subgroups 
within a group is independent of bus contention.
To verify the effect of these approximations, we simulated the same networks 
without any simplifying assumptions. This allows us to compare the simulation 
results with those obtained by the approximate analysis. The simulation program 
was written using the C programming language and it was driven by a non-linear 
additive feedback random number generator. The probabilistic request generation
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of a processor was achieved by generating a random number uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 1 . To generate such a random number Unix system function ra n -  
d o m ()  was employed. Depending on the outcome of the random number generator, 
a processor will either make a request or be simply idle in a memory cycle. If the 
outcome of the random number calls for a memory request, then another random 
number is generated to determine whether the request is a hotspot request. Without 
loss of generality any memory module could be chosen as hot module. In our case 
we considered memory module 1 as the hot module. If the outcome of the second 
random number did not indicate a hotspot request, then a third random number 
was generated, which was uniformly distributed between 1 and M  (total number of 
memory modules). Depending on the outcome, a memory module was selected as 
the one to which the request was to be directed. We repeated the entire process 
for each processor and carried out the simulation for 20000 memory cycles. The 
program was run ten different times, each time with different seeds (different seeds 
were obtained by calling system function srand.OIIl() with different arguments). 
The results were evaluated by using a confidence interval of 99%. Simulation results 
are presented along with analytical results in Tables 4.1-4.10. It is evident that 
the throughput of the systems is almost insensitive to the simplifying assumptions 
adopted in our queuing analysis.
The first approximation of applying the aggregation method in a  non-product 
form network (PRMB system) does not (as expected) make significant difference. 
Since in the method of aggregation the combined service rate of queues under ag­
gregation is determined by keeping routing among these queues the same as in the 
original network, the approximation should not affect the overall system through­
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put. Compaxison of simulation results with those of analytical ones validates this 
approximation.
The second approximation is concerned with the distribution of non empty mem­
ory queues in different subgroups of a group. The total number of customers present 
in all the memory queues should depend on bus contention. If bus contention is low, 
the probability will be low that a high number of customers are present in the mem­
ory queues and vice versa. However if it is given that a certain number of customers 
is present in all the memory queues, then how they are distributed among different 
queues should not depend on bus contention (because resources are uniform across 
all the subgroups). The distribution of the number of customers in different queues 
(given the total number of customers in all the queues) will determine the distribu­
tion of the number of nonempty memory queues in all the subgroups. In that case 
the distribution of nonempty memory queues in different subgroups given the total 
number of customers in these queues should not depend on bus contention.
We also simulated the base model system corresponding to each of the PRMB 
networks considered. This is especially important because it needs to be checked 
whether reduced connectivity affects the performance of a PRMB system in the 
presence of memory queues. This can only be achieved by comparing the throughput 
of each PRMB network with that of the corresponding base model network. The 
simulation results for these base model systems are also presented in Tables 4.1- 
4.10. Comparison of system throughputs for each PRMB system considered and 
the corresponding base model system reveals that reduced connectivity does not 
have any adverse affect on the performance of PRMB systems.
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Table 4.1: Throughput of a PRMB system and that of the corresponding base model
system under uniform request model for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with 1 group




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
.1 6.365 6.364±.0113 6.364±.0113
. 2 12.502 12.502±.0136 12.502±.0136
.3 18.145 18.141±.0166 18.141±.0166
.4 23.064 23.060±.0194 23.060±.0198
.5 27.098 27.096 ±.0194 27.098 ±.0172
. 6 29.969 29.922 ±.017 29.927 ±.0168
.7 31.386 31.290 ±.007 31.302 ±.008
. 8 31.832 31.767 ±.008 31.774 ±.006
.9 31.949 31.918 ±.002 31.923 ±.004
1 . 0 31.982 31.968 ±.002 31.972 ±.001
Table 4.2: Throughput of a PRMB system and that of corresponding base model 
system under hotspot request model for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32, with 1 group 




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
.1 6.239 6.239±.0284 6.293±.0284
. 2 8.763 8.7±.0718 8.791±.0718
.3 8.767 8.780±.0780 8.780±.0782
.4 8.767 8.790±.0645 8.790±.0647
.5 8.767 8.782 ±.0689 8.782 ±.0690
. 6 8.767 8.760 ±.0639 8.760 ±.0636
.7 8.767 8.783±.0667 8.783 ±.0671
. 8 8.767 8.790 ±.0882 8.790 ±.0880
.9 8.767 8.790 ±.0881 8.790 ±.0881
1 . 0 8.767 8.886±.0699 8.886±.0699
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Table 4.3: Throughput of a PRMB system and that of corresponding base model
system under uniform request model for a  network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
.1 6.962 6.961±.0125 6.961±.0125
. 2 13.674 13.672±.0161 13.672±.0161
.3 19.846 19.839±.0186 19.839±.0186
.4 25.224 25.219±.0225 25.219±.0223
.5 29.640 29637±.0132 29.638±.0137
. 6 32.811 32.763 ±.0119 32.769 ±.0116
.7 34.371 34.273±.007 34.277±.009
. 8 34.842 34.778±.007 34.782 ±.004
.9 34.956 34.928 ±.002 34.931 ±.002
1 . 0 34.986 34.973 ±.001 34.975 ±.002
Table 4.4: Throughput of a PRMB system and corresponding base model system 
under hotspot request model for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with I group and 2 




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
.1 6.785 6.856±.0127 6.856±.0127
. 2 8.861 8.876±.0474 8.876±.0474
.3 8.861 8.860±.0348 8.860±.0348
.4 8.861 8.878±.0243 8.878±.0243
.5 8.861 8.855±.0471 8.855±.0471
. 6 8.861 8.847±.0325 8.847 ±.0325
.7 8.861 8.860±.0422 8.860 ±.0423
. 8 8.861 8.870±.0557 8.871 ±.0557
.9 8.861 8.875±.0438 8.875 ±.0437
1 . 0 8.861 8.954±.0257 8.954±.0257
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Table 4.5; Throughput of a PRMB system and corresponding base model system
under uniform request model for a network of size 90 x 90 x 30 with 3 groups and




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
.1 8.951 8.947±.0163 8.949±.0210
. 2 17.556 17.552±.0215 17.546±.0288
.3 24.844 24.797±.0223 24.824±.0258
.4 28.279 28.190±.0246 28.219±.0311
.5 29.027 28.977±.0203 28.994±.0325
. 6 29.258 29.239±.0289 29.246±.0314
.7 29.368 29.379±.0348 29.386 ±.0373
. 8 29.431 29.454±.0308 29.464 ±.0368
.9 29.472 29.492±.0213 29.504 ±.0202
1 . 0 29.501 29.494±.0221 29.502 ±.0176
Table 4.6: Throughput of a PRMB system and that of corresponding base model 
system under hotspot request model for a network of size 90 x 90 x 30 with 3 groups 




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
.1 8.381 8.527 ±.0272 8.531 ±.0304
. 2 9.090 9.095 ±.0417 9.118 ±.0582
.3 9.090 9.101 ±.0399 9.105 ±.0557
.4 9.090 9.111 ±.0451 9.104 ±.0536
.5 9.090 9.098 ±.0662 9.094 ±.0654
. 6 9.090 9.086 ±.0323 9.079 ±.0265
.7 9.090 9.088 ±.0489 9.100 ±.0555
. 8 9.090 9.110 ±.0645 9.115 ±.0852
.9 9.090 9.098 ±.0447 9.108 ±.0551
1 . 0 9.090 9.202 ±.0382 9.210 ±.0618
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Table 4.7: Throughput of a PRMB system and that of corresponding base model
system under uniform request model for a network of size 96 x 96 x 48 with 2 groups




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
. 1 9.548 9.545±.0171 9.545 ±.0171
. 2 18.751 18.749±.020G 18.749 ±.0200
.3 27.210 27.199±.0237 27.199 ±.0238
.4 34.557 34.547±.0190 34.549 ±.0199
.5 40.415 40.383±.0188 40.393 ±.0184
. 6 44.234 44.132±.0195 44.159 ±.0206
.7 46.042 45.933±.0150 45.962 ±.0131
. 8 46.755 46.686±.0269 46.713 ±.0294
.9 47.064 47.013db.0288 47.038 ±.0270
1 . 0 47.224 47.163db.0178 47.184 ±.0143
Table 4.8: Throughput of a PRMB system and that of corresponding base model 
system under hotspot request model for a network of size 96 x 96 x 48 with 2 groups 




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
.1 8.737 8.876 ±.0394 8.876 ±.0394
. 2 9.143 9.151 ±.0433 9.151 ±0433
.3 9.143 9.157 ±.0448 9.157 ±.0448
.4 9.143 9.167 ±.0457 9.167 ±.0457
.5 9.143 9.151 ±.0670 9.151 ±.0670
. 6 9.143 9.143 ±.0323 9.143 ±.0322
.7 9.143 9.145 ±.0449 9.145 ±.0450
. 8 9.143 9.164 ±.0652 9.164 ±.0652
.9 9.143 9.157 ±.0467 9.157 ±.0468
1 . 0 9.143 9.263 ±.0341 9.263 ±.0340
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Table 4.9: Throughput of a  PRMB system and corresponding base model system
under a uniform request model for a network of size 120 x 120 x 60 with 3 groups




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
.1 11.935 11.933±.0178 11.933 ±.0178
. 2 23.437 23.435±.0278 23.435 ±.0278
.3 34.006 33.995±.0257 33.996 ±.0259
.4 43.156 43.140±.0234 3.185 ±.0224
.5 50.305 50.249±.0252 50.588 ±.0202
. 6 54.791 54.647±.0259 55.463 ±.0274
.7 56.925 56.793±.0307 57.757 ±.0259
. 8 57.850 57.798±.0314 58.653 ±.0333
.9 58.300 58.259±.0306 58.998 ±.0342
1 . 0 58.554 58.465±.0225 59.165 ±.0250
Table 4.10: Throughput of a PRMB system and that of corresponding base model 
system under hotspot request model for a network of size 120 x 120 x 60 with 3 




PRMB system base model system 
simulationappx. analysis simulation
.1 9.298 9.314 ±.0559 9.314 ±.0559
. 2 9.302 9.326 ±.0433 9.326 ±.0433
.3 9.302 9.327 ±.0459 9.327 ±.0459
.4 9.302 9.340 ±.0473 9.340 ±.0473
.5 9.302 9.323 ±.0634 9.323 ±.0634
. 6 9.302 9.310 ±.0328 9.310 ±.0328
.7 9.302 9.317 ±.0439 9.318 ±.0440
. 8 9.302 9.334 ±.0658 9.334 ±.0659
.9 9.302 9.331 ±.0555 9.331 ±.0557
1 . 0 9.302 9.435 ±.0350 9.435 ±.0352
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C h a p t e r  5 
R e d u c in g  C o n n e c t iv it y  f r o m  b o t h  s id e s
The PRMB systems we have considered thus fax take the approach of reducing 
connectivity form the memory side while keeping the processor side fully connected 
(the other way around is also possible). In an attem pt to explore further possible 
cost reduction, here we attem pt to reduce the connectivity form both sides. For 
this case we propose an architecture in which the processors and memory modules 
in a group are divided into equal sized subgroups. In each subgroup processors are 
connected to the memory modules by some local buses. However, unlike the systems 
considered in this dissertation thus far there will be some common buses to which 
all the processors and memory modules are connected. Thus, unlike in an original 
PRMB system, processors are not connected to all buses. They are connected to 
the local buses within their own subgroups and to some common buses (which are 
connected to all processors and all memory modules). The number of common buses 
will be determined such that, with high probability, bus assignment in a group will be 
the same as in the corresponding base model system. The proposed new architecture 
is shown in Figure 5.1.
Unlike our original PRMB system, bus assignment in a  group does not depend 
only on request distribution in the subgroups within that group. It will depend 
on the request distribution in all the subgroups of all groups. This is so because 
requests in all the subgroups which cannot be satisfied by the local buses have to 
be satisfied by the common buses, to the extent possible. Since the objective is to 
eliminate redundant connectivity in the base model system, we need the number
110
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Figure 5.1: Proposed architecture with connectivity reduced from both sides
of common buses to be the minimum possible such that bus assignment in a  group 
is, with high probability, the same as that in the base model system. Another 
important difference with PRMB systems considered earlier is that, here we need 
to know the source of a request a subgroup receives. More precisely, we need to 
know if the request is from a processor in the same subgroup as the memory module 
or it is from some other subgroup. The source of a request was irrelevant in the 
original PRMB system because processors were connected to all the buses. In the 
new scheme requests to memory modules in a particular subgroup from processors 
belonging to other subgroups can only be met by the common buses. Also, simply 
knowing the number of memory modules receiving requests from the processors 
within the same subgroup and the number of memory modules receiving requests
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from processors in other subgroups is not sufficient. Arbitration plays an important 
role in this new architecture. Suppose a memory module receives some requests 
from processors in the same subgroup and some other requests from processors in 
other subgroups. If a request from a processor in some other group wins memory 
arbitration, a common bus is definitely needed, otherwise if a local bus is available 
the request can be satisfied. Therefore, while considering a  request pattern, for each 
subgroup, we have to keep information about the number of memory modules for 
which processors from the same subgroup win memory arbitration and the number 
of memory modules for which requests from processors in some other subgroups win 
memory arbitration.
One final point about the new architecture is that it cannot be justified only by 
its cost being simply less than that of the base model system; the cost has to be less 
than that of the original PRMB system. For convenience of reference, we will refer 
to the original PRMB system as OPLMB (original PLMB) and the architecture 
with connectivity reduced from both sides as MPLMB  (modified PRMB system).
5 .1  B a n d w i d t h  A n a l y s i s
In this section we will evaluate the memory bandwidth for a MPRMB system. We 
will use the general request model we considered earlier. We will use the same no­
tations to denote the numbers of processors, memory modules, buses, groups and 
subgroups . We denote the total number of subgroups in MPRMB system by r. 
Obviously, t  = G x g. With the change in architecture the number of local buses 
in each subgroup is given by, Bg = ^ . To take care of the modified architectural
features and the extra information which needs to be included with respect to a
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request pattern we introduce some definitions and some more notation.
5 . 1 . 1  S o m e  P r e l i m i n a r i e s
D efin ition  5.1 For a memory module, a processor in the same subgroup is a near 
processor and a processor in the same class is a local processor. A processor in a 
different subgroup is a far processor and a processor in a different class is a non 
local processor.
D efin ition  5.2 In a given cycle, a request from a processor is said to pass the 
arbitration for a memory module if it wins the memory arbitration for the memory 
module over all the processors requesting access to the same module in that cycle. 
Note that passing memory arbitration does not guarantee access since another level 
of arbitration (for a bus) must be passed for access to occur.
N o ta tio n
Qri : probability that, for a regular memory module, a request from a near processor 
passes memory arbitration.
Qrn : probability that, for a regular memory module, a request from a far processor 
passes memory arbitration
Qhi : probability that, for a hot memory module, a request from a near processor 
passes memory arbitration
Qhn : probability that, for a hot memory module, a request from a far processor 
passes memory arbitration.
((ii,Zi),(z2 ,Z2 ) ,'-  ' ,(%T,%T)) : a request pattern where ik is the number of memory 
modules in the subgroup for which requests from near processors passed memory 
arbitration and where ik is the number of memory modules in the subgroup for
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which requests from fax processors passed memory axbitration. Obviously, ik +  ik <
M g.
Pr((z'i,zi), (z2 , î 2 )i • • •, (*tïît)) : probability of occurrence of the request pattern
( ( î l , ï l ) , ( î 2 , î 2 ) , - - - , ( i r , î r ) ) .
6us((z'i,zi), (12 , 12) , - • • , (%r,%T)) : bus assignment in an MPRMB system for a given 
request pattern((2i ,i’l),(%2 , 4 ) , - - - , (C ,4 ))
5 .1 .2  M e m o r y  B a n d w id t h
Memory bandwidth as defined earlier, is the expected number of busy memory 
modules per bus cycle. To determine this expected value we need to determine the 
probability of a request pattern and its corresponding bus assignment.
For a given request pattern in the MPRMB system we must consider the number 
of memory modules in each subgroup for which requests from neax processors pass 
memory arbitration and the number of memory modules for which requests from fax 
processors pass memory arbitration. This is necessary because a request from a neax 
processor can be served by a local bus, whereas a request from a fax processor can 
only be served by a common bus. The number of regular (hot) memory modules for 
which near processors pass memory arbitration depends on Qri (Qhi)- The number 
of regular (hot) memory modules for which far processors pass memory axbitration 
depends on Qm {Qhn)- Under fair arbitration policy (which we assume here) the 
probabilities QruQm^Qhi and Qhn depend on the number of requests a memory 
module receives from near processors and the number of requests it receives from 
far processors. These numbers depend on the request model under consideration. 
For example the probability that a memory module will get a request from a near 
processor will depend on whether the processor belongs to the local class or to a
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non local cléiss. The probability that a processor will maJce a request to a  memory 
module in the local class is different from the probability that it wiU make a request 
to a  memory module in a non local class. Requests from near processors could come 
from the same class or from different classes. That depends on the total number 
of subgroups in the MPRMB system ajxd the totaJ number of classes in the request 
model. There are two possible scenarios: (i) C < r , i.e the number of classes is less 
than or equal to the total number of subgroups and (ii) C > r ,  i.e. the number 
of classes is greater than the number of subgroups. In the first case each class will 
encompass one or more subgroups with the possibility of a subgroup being split 
between two classes; and in the latter case each subgroup will have more than one 
class with the possibility of a  class being split between two subgroups. We will 
consider the two cases separately as follows.
C a s e  I: C  <  r
This case is illustrated in Figure 5.2. In this case each class will encompass at least 
one subgroup. Note that according to our definition of a class (Section 2.3.1), all 
the classes are of equal size. Also subgroups are assumed to be of equal size. It is 
possible that in the present case a subgroup is split into two classes. Thus requests
1 class
2 3 4 5 Tt-2 T-1 T
2^^ class class
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the situation where the number of classes is less than or 
equal to total number of subgroups.
from local processors may come from different subgroups. Let i denote the number
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of requests a regular memory module receives from processors which are both local 
aad  near, let j  denote the number of requests it receives from processors which axe 
fax but local, and let k denote the number of requests it receives from processors 
which are both fax and non local. Since i and j  both correspond to requests from 
the same class, they will be distributed identically while k will be distributed in 
a different way. As fax as arbitration is concerned the conditional probability (for 
given z, j ,  k) that a request from a near processor passes memory axbitration is 
and the conditional probability that a request from a fax processor passes memory 
axbitration is .
Now, there axe Pi processors in a class. So the probability that out of these 
processors some particular i + j  processors will make a request to a memory module 
in the same class is - Since i processors can be chosen from Pg processors
in the same subgroup in ways, and j  processors can be chosen from Pi — 
Pg processors in the same class but in different subgroups in ways, the
probability that there will be requests from any i +  j  processors in the same class, 
with any i requests from the same subgroup and any j  requests from different 
subgroups is
There are P  — Pi processors in the non local class of a memory module. In 
the present case processors in non local classes of a memory module also belong to 
subgroups other than the one to which the memory module belongs. The probability 
that a regular memory module will get requests from k non local processors is
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therefore,
Considering all possible values for i , j  and 6 , the probability that a request from a 
near processor passes memory arbitration is
( 1  _  ^ S L : iR ) P i - i - j ( i  _  -  0  .p-p,-k i
 ̂ Ml ’  ̂ M  ’ i + j  + k
Determination of the probability that a request from a far processor passes memory 
arbitration is similar. This is true because the probability that there will be i 
requests from processors which are both near and local, j  requests from processors 
which are far but local and k requests from processors which are both far and non 
local remains the same. Therefore we can also write,
_  ’■ '(1 -  ft) , P , _  ’- ( l - O 'F -P .-t X J + f t  
' Ml  '  ̂ M  ' i + j  +  k
In the case of a hotspot module, the probability that it will get i requests from near 
and local processors and j  requests from far but local processors will change to
The probability that a hot module will receive k requests from far and non local 
processors remains the same as in the case of a regular memory module. Therefore
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we caxi write,
Pg P l—Pg P —Pl
» .  .  E  g  g  c ;-)  C  :  " ') tMl M
C a s e  II; C  > r
This case is illustrated in Figure 5.3. In this case each subgroup will encompass 
more than one class. It is possible that a subgroup will include a fraction of a class.
1 subgroup
4 5 Ĉ 2
1
C-I c
2^^ subgroup T* subgroup
Figure 5.3: Illustration of the situation where the number of classes is more than 
the total number of subgroups.
Let i denote the number of requests a memory module receives from processors 
which are both near and local; let j  denote the number of requests it receives from 
processors which are near but non local, and let k denote the number of requests from 
processors which are both far and non local. The conditional probability (for a given
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i f j ik )  that a request from a near processor wiU pass memory arbitration is 
and the conditional probability that a request from a fax processor will pass memory 
arbitration is i requests might come from Pg processors, j  requests come from
Pg — Pi processors and finally k  requests could come from P — Pg processors. In this 
case it can be easily shown that,
-  I s  S
(I _  i + j
 ̂ M l ’  ̂ M  ’ i + j  + k
_  ’• ' ( l - A ) .f.,-,, _  r(l - / )  k
' M, ' ' M ' i + j  +  fc
"  -  T  -  " « ' ’■ ' I - - r î T i î
0 . .  =  Is
" - " V ' - ' - o - T i ' - ' - ' - T r f n
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Once the probabilities Qri, Qm, Qhi and Qhn are determined the probabiUty of the 
request pattern ((zi,2i),(z2 ,%2 ) ,- ' -, (zriZr)) can be determined. The quantity ik is 
the number of memory modules in the subgroups for which requests from near 
processors pass memory arbitration. Suppose that out of these ik memory modules, 
jk are hotspot modules. Obviously jk < Hk- jk  hot modules can be chosen from 
Hk memory modules in ways and the remaining ik — jk  memory modules can 
be chosen from the remaining Mg — Hk modules in the subgroup in 
ways. This will leave Mg — Hk — ik regular memory modules and Hk — jk  hot 
memory modules in the subgroup. Suppose that out of ik memory modules 
(for which requests from far processors passed memory arbitration) the number of 
hotspot modules is jk. jk hotspot memory modules can be chosen in ways
and the remaining ik — jk regular memory modules can be chosen in 
ways. Considering all possible values for jk  and jk  we can write the probability of 
the request pattern ((z'l, zi), (zg, *2 ), - -, (ir, 4 )) as follows
Pr{[ii,ii), ( Z 2 ,  Z 2 ) ,  • • • ,  {ir, i r ) )  =
m i n ( / f , , i i )  m i n ( f f r , i r ) m i n ( / / i - j , , M )  m i n ( W r - i v . i r )
E  ■■■ E  E  • ■ E
i l = 0  J r = 0  J l = 0  J r = 0
Jt=l \ tk-Jk J\  Ik-Jk J\JkJ\  Jk J
Once the probability of a request pattern is determined, we need to determine 
the bus assignment for it. Consider a request pattern ((z’l, z'l), (z2 , 22), • • •, (zV, z't ) ) .
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The local buses in the subgroup, where fc 6  {1, • • • , t } ,  will provide min(ifc, Bg)  
buses to this request pattern. The number of requests in the subgroup which 
cannot be satisfied by local buses equals the number of requests from far proces­
sors passing memory arbitration plus the number of requests from near processors 
passing memory arbitration minus the number of local buses. Stated another way 
this number is ik +  max(ijt — Bg,0). Such requests, for all the subgroups, can be 
satisfied only to the extent allowed by the number of common buses in the MPRMB 
system. Therefore, the number of buses that will be available to request pattern 
" , ( 4 , 4 )) is given by,
r  r
6 u s((4 ,4 ), (4 ,4 ) ,  • • •, ( 4 ,4 ) )  =  5 ^  m in(4. Eg)  -f min(Bc, ^  m ax(4 -  E g,  0) + 4 )
Notice that the second term corresponds to the number of common buses allo­
cated to the request pattern and the first term corresponds to the number of local 
buses allocated to the request pattern. Since the request pattern and the bus assign­
ment aje based on consideration of all the subgroups, we can express the memory 
bandwidth of MPRMB system as follows.
M g M g M g M g
B W  =  z  Z  Z  Z  X
I 'l  =0 I 'l  =0 t ' r =0 j’r =0
6us((4 , 4 ) ,( 4 ,4 ) ,  " , ( 4 , 4 ) )
5 .2  N u m b e r  o f  c o m m o n  b u s e s
The number of common buses in a MPRMB system is determined such that, with 
high probability, a request pattern in a group will have the same bus assignment as 
that in the corresponding base model system. As described earlier, in the MPRMB
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system, common buses are connected to all the memory modules and also to all 
the processors. In some sense the common buses are simply contributions from 
the subgroups with each subgroup providing an equal number. As an architectural 
feature the group loses its identity. However the group is still a useful concept in 
the analysis because our objective remains the same as before.
In the MPRMB system, bus shortages in all the subgroups with shortages are 
met by utilizing the bus surpluses from all the subgroups with surpluses. While 
taking bus surplus from different subgroups, we take them only to the extent that, 
in a  group, a request pattern does not get more buses than it would get in the 
base model system. It is possible in a base model system that there would be bus 
shortages in some groups and bus surpluses in some other groups. In the MPRMB 
system, since all the subgroups contribute to the pool of common buses, it might be 
possible to improve bus availability in comparison to that in the corresponding base 
model system. However since the objective is to eliminate probabilistic redundancy, 
we will not attem pt to improve the bus assignment beyond that of a base model 
system. So while taking surplus buses from all the subgroups, we take them  only 
to the extent that bus assignment, in a group, will be at best the same as that in a 
corresponding group of the base model system.
Let Cfe be the total number of excess requests in different subgroups of the 
group and let Sk be the total number of surplus buses in the subgroups of the same 
group. In the base model system excess requests in subgroups (conceptual) of a 
group will be balanced by surplus buses of other subgroups (conceptual) of the 
same group. Excess requests in some subgroups of a group will not get the surplus 
buses of the subgroups in other groups. In other words in the base model system 
will be met only up to extent of S f • Excess requests in the group in MPRMB
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would be met only to the extent of bus surplus in the group. However excess 
requests for all the groups will be met by the surplus buses of all the subgroups. 
Stated in other way the excess requests would be met up to m in(et,6t) by 
using bus surpluses in all the subgroups. On one hand this makes more efficient use 
of the surplus buses, but on the other hand since processors are no longer connected 
to all the buses, the demand for common buses is likely to increase. To determine 
the number of common buses in the new MPRMB system first we introduce some 
notation.
Notation
(%2 , (2 ) ' "  , (zg, 4 )  : n): a function whose value is 1 if request pattern 
{i2, ij), "  , (%T, ir)) produces > n excess requests, else its value is zero. 
Pr((z'ifi), (i2, zg) • • •, (ig, Zr)): probability that one subgroup (no m atter which sub­
group) has (zi,zi) requests, one subgroup has (z2 ,Z2 ) requests and so on.
(( /i, /i) , {I2, 12), • • •, {It, It)) : random vector denoting a request pattern.
/ ( ( / i ,  /i) , ( /2, 7 2 ), • • •, (/r, /r))  : random variable representing the minimum number 
of common buses needed in a  memory cycle to satisfy a request pattern with the 
same number of buses as that assigned in a base model system.
• The cumulative distribution function for the random vari-
a b le /( ( (A ,A ) ,(A j2 ) , ' , ( 4 , 4 ) ) )
We basically have to determine the cumulative distribution function for the ran­
dom variable / ( ( / i ,  /i), ( 4 ,4 ) ,  • • •, ( 4 ,4 ) )  and ensure a value for that function that 
is > e, where e is the desired performance level. In order to determine that we first 
determine ^mtn(n) and cr(n), where these quantities carry the same meaning as de­
fined earlier. In an MPRMB system a subgroup may have up to Mg excess requests 
that cannot be fulfilled by local buses. This is because for all memory modules in a
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subgroup requests from fax processors may pass memory arbitration. Therefore,
n + 1
Mg
a{n) = n +  I —
n +  1
M g  J
Mg
The number of excess requests of the subgroup in the k'’̂  group is the sum of 
two components. The first component is the number of memory modules in excess of 
Bg for which requests from near processors passed memory arbitration. The second 
component is the number of memory modules for which requests from fax processors 
passed memory arbitration. Requests from fax processors cannot be met by the local 
buses of a subgroup. So the number of excess requests of the subgroup in the 
k'‘̂  group is given by,
min(î(fc_i)j.^,n Bgi^) "bi )g+7Ti  
The total number of excess requests in all subgroups of the group is therefore
3
l)3+m ^ 9 1  "b H k—l)g+m
7 7 1 = 1
A subgroup will have bus surplus if the number of local buses is more than the 
number of memory modules for which near processors pass memory arbitration. 
Proceeding as above, the number of surplus buses in the group can be determined 
as
3
Sk = Y .  n^in(55 -  Z(t-i)g+,7i,0) 
k=l
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In the base model system the maximum number of excess requests that could be 
satisfied in a group is min(sfc, e^). In order to have the same bus assignment in all the 
groups, the number of surplus buses that need to be taken away is H â i  rnin(e,-,s,), 
and therefore we can write
a((zi%i), (%2 , *2 ) " ,  4 ) : ») =  1 , if ^m in(e.-,sz) >  n
1=1
=  0 , otherwise
In order to determine we need to determine
Let the request pattern " , ( 4 , 4 ) )
be denoted by a set of tuples R  and assume that this set can be partitioned into k 
subsets, where I < k < t ,  such that each subset has identical members. Also let 
the number of members in subset j  be denoted by 7/y.
If the request model is uniform or, in the case of locality based models if either 
subgroups are equally distributed among classes or classes are equally distributed 
among the subgroups, then
f r ( ( z i , z i ) ,  ( % 2 , 1 2 ) ,  " ,  ( i r ,  4 ) )  =  P r ( ( i i ,  4 ) ,  ( 4 , 4 ) ,  "  • ,  ( 4 , 4 ) )
r!
For other request models.
z
( n r , n r ) 6 f l - ( n i )  ( n r - l  f i r - i  )
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(*2 , %z), " ,  ( 4 ,4 ) )
Lemma I which identifies the request patterns that will not be satisfied in the same 
way as in the base model system, does apply to the MPRMB system with slight 
modification. In order for a request pattern not to be assigned the same number of 
buses as in a base model system, at least for one subgroup the number of requests 
from near processors passing memory arbitration has to be less than Bg. Thus we 
can write,
fig —I A/g — Afg Afg — Af g Afg —tg
É  É  É  " Ç  E
»i=0 ti=0 ?2=ti %2 =0 i^=max(i^_i,o'(n)) i/3=0
M g  Afg—tg
Ç  É  ^r((%i, 4 ), (Î2 , 4 ), " ,  (%r, 4 ) )  X
tg—tg _ l  ig—0
4 ), (%2 , 4 ) , " ,  (4 ,4 ) )  : n)
Using the above expression we determine the minimum number of common buses 
that will achieve, with high probability, the same level of request satisfaction as in 
a base model system.
5 .3  N u m e r i c a l  R e s u l t s
We will consider some of the networks considered earlier for the evaluation of the 
number of common buses in MPRMB systems. We first, consider the base model 
system with P = M  = 64, R =  32, G =  1. We also consider a MPRMB system 
where each group is divided into two subgroups under each of the four request
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Figure 5.4: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under uniform request model for 
a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with 1 group and 2 subgroups in each group.
models we considered earlier. For this system results are shown in Figures 5.4-5.11.
The figures illustrate that for a probability of >  .99 that bus allocation in a 
group will remain the same as in the base model system, we need 24 common buses 
for either of the uniform request model or the hotspot request model. This number 
is much higher than the corresponding number for an OPRMB system. This higher 
number is expected because in a MPRMB system processors are not connected to 
all the buses. An MPRMB system will be acceptable only if it has less connectivity 
cost than the corresponding OPRMB configuration. Another important point to 
note here is that the number of common buses required is smaller for locality based 
request models (with and without hotspots). This result is reasonable because with 
locality present in the request model, processors will request memory modules in the 
same class more frequently. By definition processors and memory modules in the
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Proc. request rate r
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Figure 5.5: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under hotspot request model for a 









0.1 0.3 0.4 0.5
Proc. request rate r
0.6 0.8 0.9
Figure 5.6: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with I group and 2 subgroups in each group 
(C =  4, / =  .3).
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0 . 7 0 . 3 0 . 40.1 0 . 5  0 . 6  0 . 7
Proc. request rate r
0.8 0 . 9
Figure 5.7: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
with local hotspot for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with I group and 2 subgroups 
in each group {C = 4 J  = .3, h = .1 ).
same class are contiguous, and in the present example they also belong to the same 
subgroup. So locality based request models, in a way, ensure that processors from 
the same subgroup make requests to the memory modules in the same subgroup 
more frequently. In that case the minimum number of common buses needed will 
be smaller because requests from non local subgroups which cannot be met without 
common buses are expected to be fewer. If a class is split between two subgroups, 
then this advantage might be diminished to some extent and the number of needed 
common buses might increase. With the above explanation, it seems likely that 
with the increase of locality the needed number of common buses should reduce.
To verify this we evaluated the needed number of common buses for the same 
network using a higher locality rate of / =  .5. The results are illustrated in Figures 
5.8-5.9 which show that for the same performance level, the minimum number of
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Figure 5.8: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with 1 group and 2 subgroups in each group 
(C =  4, / =  .5).
common buses required reduces to 18. If the locality is increased even further to 
/ =  .7, then the number of common buses needed is only 14, as illustrated in Figures 
5.10-5.11. The decrease in the needed number of common buses with the increase 
of locality makes the MPRMB system a good candidate for applications with high 
locality. However the final judgment depends on whether with reduced number of 
common buses an MPRMB system is less costly than the corresponding OPRMB 
system or not.
We consider one more network with P = M  =  70, B =  35, G =  1 for illustration. 
For the MPRMB system we consider g = 2. For all four request models the results 
of the evaluation of the minimum needed number of common buses are illustrated 
in Figures 5.12-5.19. For locality baaed request models, both a moderate rate of 
I =  .3 and higher rates like / =  .5 and / =  .7 have been considered. In this case also
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Proc. request rate r
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Figure 5.9; Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
with local hotspot for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with 1 group and 2 subgroups 










0.20.1 0.3 0.4 0.5
Proc. request rate r
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Figure 5.10: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with I group and 2 subgroups in each group 
(C =  4, / =  .7).
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Figure 5.11: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
with local hotspot for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32 with 1 group and 2 subgroups 
in each group (C =  4, / =  .7, h =  .1).
the number of buses required for a locality based request model is less than that for 
other models; and, the higher the locality rate is the smaller the number of common 
buses needed will be.
For the networks considered above we evaluated memory bandwidths under aU 
four request models. The results are shown in Tables 5.1-5.16. The connectivity 
costs for MPRMB systems and the corresponding OPRMB systems are also reported 
in the tables. Since processor-bus connectivity cost in an MPRMB system and that 
in an OPRMB system are not the same, we computed the overall connectivity cost. 
An MPRMB system can be justified only if it has lower connectivity cost than the 
corresponding OPRMB system. This is because cost connectivity from the base 
model system has been already reduced in the OPRMB system. From the tables it 
is clear that while memory bandwidths for both the OPRMB system and MPRMB
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Figure 5.12: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under uniform request model for 
a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 2 subgroups in each group.
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Figure 5.13: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under hotspot request model for a 
network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 2 subgroups in each group {h = .1).














0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6
Proc. request rate r
0.4 0.7 0.8 0.9
Figure 5.14: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 2 subgroups in each group 
(C =  4, / =  .3).
0.95
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0.3 0.6 0.80.7 0.9
Figure 5.15: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
with local hotspot for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 and 1 group and 2 subgroups 
in each group (C =  4, / =  .3, A =  .1).
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Figure 5.16; Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locaiity based request model 
for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 2 subgroups in each group 
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0.1 0.4 0.70.6 0.9
Figure 5.17; Probability that in a  MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
with local hotspot for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 2 subgroups 
in each group (C =  4, / =  .5, ft =  .1).
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Figure 5.18: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 2 subgroups in each group 
(C =  4, / =  .7).
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Figure 5.19: Probability that in a MPRMB system a request pattern will get the 
same number of buses as in a base model system under locality based request model 
with local hotspot for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35 with 1 group and 2 subgroups 
in each group (C =  4, / =  .7, /i =  .1).
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system are almost identical for all the request models, overall cost for MPRMB 
system deteriorates for uniform and hotspot request models. For locality based 
request models the cost situation improves. For a modest locality rate like, I =  .3, 
the cost of an OPRMB system is very similar to that of an MPRMB system. If there 
is high locality (like / =  .5 or / =  .7), then the cost of an MPRMB system is less than 
that of an OPRMB system. With a locality rate of / =  .7, there is cost improvement 
of up to 9%. This is due to the decrease in the needed number of common buses 
with locality based request models. If it is known that some particular application 
executes algorithms which exhibit high locality then MPRMB system might be 
more economical than the corresponding OPRMB system. Otherwise, in general, 
it does not seem that the MPRMB system can offer any significant advantages 
over the OPRMB system. This might be because OPRMB system is so efficient 
that it might not be possible, in general, to achieve further cost reduction without 
sacrificing performance.
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Table 5.1: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under uniform










(5c =  24) 
cost=3594
.1 6.095 6.095




. 6 28.458 28.455
.7 30.568 30.560
. 8 31.560 31.550
.9 31.896 31.887
1 . 0 31.981 31.975
Table 5.2: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under hotspot 
request model for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32, 1 group and 2 subgroups with 










(5c =  24) 
cost=3594
.1 5.946 5.946






. 8 31.039 31.030
.9 31.694 31.684
1 . 0 31.921 31.913
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Table 5.3: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality
based request model for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32, 1 group and 2 subgroups
with C =  4, f =  .3.
Request Memory bandwidth Memory bandwidth
rate OPRMB system MPRMB system
r {Be =  8 ) (Be =  2 0 )
cost=3336 cost=3328
.1 6.096 6.096




. 6 28.479 28.477
.7 30.583 30.578
. 8 31.568 31.562
.9 31.899 31.894
1 . 0 31.981 31.978
Table 5.4: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality 
based request model with local hotspot for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32, 1 group 










{Be =  2 0 )
cost=3328
.1 6.093 6.084
. 2 11.609 11.599
.3 16.609 16.596
.4 21.123 2 1 . 1 2 1
.5 25.150 25.156
. 6 28.422 28.435
.7 30.544 30.556
. 8 31.549 31.556
.9 31.892 31.895
1 . 0 31.980 31.980
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Table 5.5: Memory bandwidths of multiple bus systems under locality based request










{Be =  18) 
cost=3200
.1 6.098 6.097




. 6 28.516 28.499
.7 30.611 30.599
. 8 31.581 31.575
.9 31.904 31.901
1 . 0 31.983 31.982
Table 5.6: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality 
based request model with local hotspot for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32, I group 










{Be =  18) 
cost=3200
. 1 6.088 6.084
. 2 11.594 11.599
.3 16.574 16.596




. 8 31.530 31.556
.9 31.886 31.895
1 . 0 31.978 31.980
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Table 5.7; Memory bandwidths of multiple bus systems under locaiity based request










{Be =  14) 
cost=2944
. 1 6 . 1 0 2 6.097




. 6 28.572 28.499
.7 30.651 30.599
. 8 31.601 31.575
.9 31.910 31.901
1 . 0 31.984 31.982
Table 5.8: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality 
based request model with local hotspot for a network of size 64 x 64 x 32, 1 group 










{Be =  14) 
cost=2944
.1 6.082 6.084
. 2 11.572 11.599
.3 16.532 16.596
.4 2 1 . 0 1 2 2 1 . 1 2 1
.5 25.008 25.156
. 6 28.282 28.435
.7 30.448 30.556
. 8 31.504 31.556
.9 31.878 31.895
1 . 0 31.976 31.980
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Table 5.9: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPLMB systems under uniform
request model for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35, 1 group and 2 subgroups in each
group.
Request Memory bandwidth Memory bandwidth
rate OPRMB system MPRMB system
r {Be =  9) {Be =  27)
cost=4060 cost=4340









1 . 0 34.985 34.984
Table 5.10: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under hotspot 
request model for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35, 1 group and 2 subgroups in the 










{Be =  27) 
cost=4340
.1 6.491 6.491








1 . 0 34.931 34.929
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Table 5.11: SMemory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality
based request model for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35, 1 group and 2 subgroups in










{Be = 23) 
cost=4060
.1 6.667 6.670




. 6 31.203 31.242
.7 33.528 33.554
. 8 34.581 34.592
.9 34.912 33.265
1 . 0 34.986 34.986
Table 5.12: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality 
based request model with local hotspot for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35, 1 groups 










{Be =  23) 
cost=4060
. 1 6.658 6 . 6 6 8




. 6 31.118 31.218
.7 33.468 33.538
. 8 34.553 34.585
.9 34.903 34.912
1 . 0 34.984 34.986
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Table 5.13: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality
based request model for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35, 1 group and 2 subgroups in
the group with C =  4, / =  .5.
Request Memory bandwidth Memory bandwidth
rate OPRMB system MPRMB system
r {Be =  9) {Be =  19)
cost=4060 cost=3780
.1 6.669 6.670








1 . 0 34.986 34.986
Table 5.14: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality 
based request model with local hotspot for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35, 1 groups 










{Be = 19) 
cost=3780
.1 6.649 6 . 6 6 8




. 6 31.036 31.218
.7 33.413 33.538
. 8 34.528 34.585
.9 34.895 34.912
1 .0 34.982 34.986
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Table 5.15: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality
based request model for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35, 1 group and 2 subgroups in
the group with C =  4, / =  .7.
Request Memory bandwidth Memory bandwidth
rate OPRMB system MPRMB system







. 6 31.297 31.242
.7 33.593 33.554
. 8 34.611 34.592
.9 34.921 33.265
1 . 0 34.988 34.986
Table 5.16: Memory bandwidths of MPRMB and OPRMB systems under locality 
based request model with local hotspot for a network of size 70 x 70 x 35, 1 groups 
and 2 subgroups in the group with C =  4, / =  .7 and h =  .1.
Request Memory bandwidth Memory bandwidth
rate OPRMB system MPRMB system
r {Be =  9) {Be =  15)
cost=4060 cost=3500





. 6 31.927 31.218
.7 33.338 33.538
. 8 34.495 34.585
.9 34.885 34.912
1 . 0 34.980 34.986
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C h a p t e r  6 
C o n c l u s io n
In this dissertation we have introduced the first systematic and formal approach 
for reducing connectivity in general purpose multiple bus systems such that per­
formance degradation is negligible. Our work has been based on the hypothesis 
that many connections in traditional multiple bus systems axe only needed to sat­
isfy some highly improbable request patterns. We have defined a generalized base 
model system which encompasses the traditional full bus connection system and the 
partial connection bus systems. We have also introduced a new architecture called 
probabilistically reduced connection multiple bus system; PRMB for short. In a 
PRMB system groups of memory modules are divided into subgroups. Within a 
subgroup a number of local buses is utilized to connect the memory modules within 
the subgroup. In addition some buses, called common buses, axe connected to the 
all memory modules within the group (i.e., they are common to all subgroups in 
the group). Further, we have introduced a very general request model which en­
compasses the following well-known models: 1 ) uniform request model, 2 ) hotspot 
request model 3) locality based request model; and 4) locality based request model 
with local hotspots.
We have determined the memory bandwidth for the PRMB system assuming a 
given number of subgroups in a group, a given number of common buses per group 
and a given number of local buses per subgroup. We then attem pted to evaluate 
the minimum number of common buses that would be needed to achieve a given 
performance level, which would typically be chosen to be very close to that of the
146
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corresponding base model system ( a system with the same total number of groups, 
memory modules, processors and buses). In the process we have considered request 
patterns that axe not permutations of already considered patterns. Our evaluations 
were conducted using all four request models. The results of our evaluations have 
shown that memory-bus connectivity cost can be significantly reduced without any 
significant performance degradation for a range of system configurations. A typical 
cost reduction range is 20%-37%.
An attem pt has been made to determine the optimal PRMB architecture corre­
sponding to a given base model system. Although it did not seem that the problem 
is tractable based on theory alone, it has been found that a simple algorithmic ap­
proach could be utilized to find the solution. To that end we have established lower 
and upper bounds on the number of common buses needed in a PRMB system such 
that a certain performance is achieved, given that the parameters of another PRMB 
(derived from the same base model system) that meets the performance criterion are 
known. These bounds limit the search space considerably. We have then introduced 
an algorithm which uses the established bounds to find the optimal PRMB architec­
ture. Although the algorithm has an exponential time complexity it only needs to be 
run during the design phase of the system. We have then utilized the algorithm to 
determine the optimal architectures for several previously analyzed networks. Our 
results have shown that for negligible performance degradation (at most 1 %), we 
could achieve significant cost reduction. For instance memory-bus connectivity cost 
could be reduced by 35%-42% with at most 1% performance degradation.
To study the effect of reduced connectivity on system performance in the pres­
ence of memory queues, we have developed queuing analysis for PRMB systems. 
The problem at hand has been found to be very difficult if an exact solution is de­
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sired. Thus we have resorted to an approximation technique based on the method 
of aggregation. The approach is approximate because our queuing network is not a 
product form network. In this approach we first aggregate memory queues in a sub­
group into a single queue by taking two queues at a time. The aggregated subgroup 
queues are then aggregated to form aji aggregated group queue by the method of 
successive aggregation. The method of successive aggregation is a creative applica­
tion of two queue aggregation method. It utilizes probability information from each 
step of the two queue aggregation for aggregating all the subgroup queues in single 
step taking bus contention into account. The aggregated group queues are then ag­
gregated to form a combined memory queue. At the same time request generation 
of active processors is modeled by a single queue. The final queues axe utilized to 
form a closed two queue system. Our simplifying technique utilized another ap­
proximation which is concerned with the distribution of non-empty memory queues 
in different subgroups of a group. We assumed that this distribution for a given 
number of customers in all the queues is independent of bus contention.
Using the aggregation technique we have solved the queuing problem and eval­
uated the performance of different PRMB systems under the uniform and hotspot 
request models. We compared the performance of PRMB systems with those of 
base model system counterparts. The comparison of the two systems has shown 
that reduced bus connectivity has no adverse affect on performance in the presence 
of memory queues.
To check the effect of the approximations introduced in the queuing analysis we 
have run some extensive set of simulations without the approximations. Our sim­
ulation results closely matched those obtained from the queuing analysis thereby 
justifying our intuition that the assumptions had little effect on the accuracy of the
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approximate queuing approach. The results show that error due to the approximat­
ing technique, in all the cases, is less than 1 %.
We have also studied the possibility of further reduction in connectivity cost by 
suggesting another architecture in which processors axe not connected to all buses 
as in the original PRMB system. Both memory modules and processors are divided 
into equal sized subgroups. Processors and memory modules in the same subgroup 
are connected by some local buses. Besides there are some common buses which 
connect all the processors and memory modules in all the groups. In this modified 
version of PRMB system sources of requests and arbitration play important roles 
in determining both the memory bandwidth and the needed minimum number of 
common buses. This is because requests from processors passing arbitration but be­
longing to subgroups different from those of the requested memory modules can be 
met only by common buses. So, while considering a request pattern in the modified 
system one has to take into account, for each subgroup, the number of memory mod­
ules for which near processors pass memory arbitration and the number of memory 
modules for which far processors pass memory arbitration. We have evaluated both 
memory bandwidth and the needed minimum number of common buses for this ar­
chitecture. Our numerical results indicated that reducing connectivity beyond that 
achieved by the original PRMB system may not be possible except when the request 
model involves a high degree of locality. Even in this case the reduction is rather 
insignificant and does not justify using this last approach.
F u t u r e  R e s e a r c h
Future research could study whether connectivity cost of the modified PRMB cost 
can be significantly improved by modifying the arbitration mechanism. An unfair
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arbitration scheme which favors near processor requests would mzike better use of 
local buses and might possibly reduce the number of common buses needed. This 
might make it possible to achieve cost reduction beyond that is achieved by the 
original PRMB system. Another issue that should be addressed in future research 
is the question of to solve the queuing problem of the PRMB system under locality 
based models. Note that in that case we have to deal with multiple classes of cus­
tomers and the aggregation technique as we adopted, by itself, wiU not be sufficient 
to handle the problem.
An important aspect of our research is the probabilistic connection reduction 
technique itself. Though in this dissertation the technique been applied in the 
context of general purpose multiple bus systems only, the approach can possibly 
be extended in the domain of other interconnection networks such as other type of 
multiple bus systems, crossbar networks and perhaps multistage interconnection net­
works. Probabilistically redundant connectivity, most possibly, exist in all of these 
networks. A creative approach needs to be developed to modify the architectural 
features of these networks and apply this new technique.
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A p p e n d ix  A . C o m p l e x it y  o f  t h e  
A l g o r it h m  t o  d e t e r m in e  o p t im a l  P R M B  
SYSTEM
The complexity for the algorithm to find the optimal PRMB architecture is derived 
as follows. The outermost loop of the algorithm, indexed by 6 , considers all possible 
numbers of subgroups within a group. Since each subgroup has equal number of 
memory modules, the number of subgroups in a group is a factor of Mq- Also, the 
number of subgroups in a group is less than Bo, otherwise there cannot be any 
common buses. Thus k is the number of factors of Mg in the interval [gm in i9m ax\  
and is therefore <  Ssisi,9mtn
The second outer loop, indexed by Be,  considers different possible values for 
the number of common buses for a given number of subgroups g .  The value of Be 
varies between be, and 6 ^̂ , where be, is determined by applying Theorem 2 and 
is determined by applying Lemma 3. The value of be, cannot be less than g  and the 
value of 6 c,, cannot be more than Bq- So Be varies at most between g  and B e  and 
the number of iterations due to the second outer loop is at most
The loop indices Zi, %2 , ' ,  are used to consider different request patterns which
will not be satisfied by the considered number of common buses in the same way 
as in the base model systems. The maximum number of iterations in this case is
<  Bg  X {Mg +  I )  X Mg X ■ ■ ■ X {Mg  — gf) %  B g M ^ ^ ~ ^ \  SinCO M g »  g .
The number of iterations before the evaluation of P r{ ii ,i2, - ■ • ,ig) is x 
^ B g M ^ ~ ^ . Evaluation of ,ig) involves considering different perm uta­
tions of the request pattern { ti,i2, - - -, Zg). The maximum number of request pattern 
permutations that we might have to consider is gr!. For each of these request pat-
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terns we have to evaluate the probability of the request pattern P {i\,i2, ■" ,ig). The 
number of iterations involved in evaluating P { ii ,22,••• lig) is + i y .  Therefore 
the total number of steps in the algorithm
9m in  9  9 ^
Consider the maximum possible value for g, which is gmax- This will correspond 
to the maximum number of iteration steps in the algorithm which is
< X (—^  +  1 ) '" -
9 m tn  d m a x ^
<  X ( ^  +
9m in  ^
9 m in  Cj Cr
where a = (§  +  gmax) and ^  Therefore the complexity
of the algorithm is
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A p p e n d ix  B. PRMB s y s t e m : a  
NON-PRODUCT FORM NETWORK
In the queuing analysis of the PRMB (Chapter 4)system we used the method of 
aggregation to simplify the queuing model. In this case aggregation is used as an 
approximating technique because PRMB queuing network is not a product form 
network. Proving that PRMB is not a product form network is analytically very 
difficult. However we illustrate this fact by considering a simple example.
Consider a network with P  =  M  =  2, G =  1 ,B  =  1 . We assume two subgroups 
per group so that Mg =  \,B g  = 0  and Be = I- The closed queue model for this 
system with 2 customers is shown in Figure B .l. In the figure queue 1 is the processor 
queue while the queues 2 and 3 are two memory queues. The state of the network is 
defined by the number of customers present in different queues and is denoted with 
3-tuples fc), where f, j  and k correspond to the number of customers in queue 
1 , queue 2  and queue 3, respectively. Obviously i , A:  € {0,1,2} and z’ + 7  +  A: =  2.
St a t e s  o f  t h e  n e t w o r k
There are altogether six states and for convenience we denote them  as follows
state 1: {2, 0 , 0}
state 2: { 1, 0, 1}
state 3: { 1, 1, 0}
state 4: {0, 1, 1}
state 5: {0, 2, 0}
state 6: {0, 0, 2}
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Figure B.l: The example of a simple PRMB network
The transition probability from a state i to another state j  is denoted by pij. In the 
following we determine the different transition probabilities. We assume that in a 
memory cycle a customer in the processor queue has a probability of . 6  to leave the 
processor queue. We further assume that if a  customer leaves the processor queue, 
then there is an equal probability of .5 that it will join either of the memory queues. 
When a customer completes service in queue 2 or queue 3 it might encounter the 
problem of bus contention. If two customers are looking for a bus, then there will 
be a probability of .5 for each of them to get the bus. Now we can determine all the 
transitional probabilities straightforwardly as follows.
pii = .4 X .4 =  .16
Pi2 =  ( . 6  X .5 X .4) X 2 =  .24
Pi3 = ( . 6  X .5 X .4) X 2 =  .24
Pi4 = ( . 6  X .5 X . 6  X .5) X 2 =  .18
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P is ~ ( . 6  X .5  X .6  X .5 )  =  .0 9
P l6 = ( .6  X .5  X .6  X .5 )  =  .0 9
P21 = p 3 i  =  (.4 X .4 )  =  .1 6
P 22 = P33 =  ( - 4  X .3) +  .6  X .5  X .4  =  .2 4
P 23 = P32 =  .4 X ( . 6  X .5 )  +  ( .6  X .5 )  X .4  =  .2 4
P24 = P34 =  ( . 6  X .5 )  X ( .6  X .5 )  X 2  =  .1 8
P 25 = P35 =  .6  X .5  X .6  X .5  =  .0 9
P26 = P36 =  .0 9
PAI = 0
P42 = .5  X .4  =  .2
P4Z = .5  X .4  =  .2
P44 = ( .5  X .6  X .5 )  X 2  =  .3
P45 = .5 X .6  X .5 =  .1 5
P46 = .5 X .6  X .5 =  .15
P s i = 0
PS2 = 0
PS3 = .4
PS4 = .6  X .5  =  .3
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P63 =  0
P64 =  .3
P65 =  0
P66 =  .3
Let P  denote the transition m atrix emd let II denotes the probability vector for 
steady state space. Also let the probability that the network is in state i be denoted 
by Pi. The solution for the probability distribution for steady state space can be 
obtained by solving the following set of linear equations
PU = P
E f i  =  1 0
1=1
Solving these linear equations we get,
P i = P2 = P3 = P4 =  P$ = Pe = .166667
Now assume that the network is a product form network and under that assump­
tion we will attem pt to evaluate steady state distribution for state space. Under the 
product form assumption, we use a different notation to denote the probability of a 
state. Let P,- be the probability that the network is in state i. We use pij to denote 
the routing probability that a customer after finishing in queue i goes to queue j ,  
where i , j  € {1,2,3}. Also, let u,-, be the relative utilization of queue i. Let P  =  [p,j] 
denote the routing matrix.
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While the probability that a customer goes from queue 1 to any of the queues 
is straightforward, because of bus contention, the probability that a customer will 
leave either queue 2 or queue 3 to another queue is state dependent. Let us first 
evaluate the probability that the customer goes from queue 2  to any of the other 
queues.
Let us first introduce the following events.
A  =  queue 2 is non-empty 
Bi = a. customer goes from queue 2 to queue I
^ 2  =  a customer goes from queue 2  to queue 2
B3 = a. customer goes from queue 2 to queue 3
Now the probability that a customer goes from queue 2 to other queues are evaluated 
as follows:
P r{A }  =  P3 +  P4 +  P5 =  .5
P r{A B i}  =  P3 X .4 +  P4 X .5 X .4 +  Ps X .4 =  .166667
Pr{AB2 } = P3 X . 6  X .5 +  P4 X (.5 +  .5 x .6  x .5) +  P5 x . 6  x .5 =  .21
P r{ /IP 3 } =  P3 X . 6  X .5 +  P4 X .5 X . 6  X .5 +  P5 x . 6  X .5 =  .13
Since P21 =  P r{B i\A },P 22 = P r{B 2\A} and P23 =  P r{B 3\A}, we can easily evalu­
ate these probabilities as follows
P21 =  .33
P22 =  .42
P23 =  .25
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Because of the symmetry of the network, it is obvious that psi =  .33, ^ 2  =  .25 and 
^  =  .42. The routing probabilities from queue 1 , which is the processor queue are 
Pii =  .4, P12 =  .3 and P13 =  .3. Now we can evaluate the relative utilization of the 
queues as follows
U2 =  ui X .3 +  U2 X .42 +  U3 X .25
U3 =  ui X .3 +  U2 X .25 +  U3 X .42
Using ui =  1, we solve the above equations and obtain « 2  =  .6977 and U3 =  
.6977. Since we assumed that the network is a product form network, probability 
distribution for the state space is given by
where are, respectively, the number of customers in queue 1 , queue 2  and
queue 3, and G is the normalizing constant given by
G =  ^  u\u{u2 =  3.8558
vi,j,ke{o,i,2} and i+j+k=2
Now the probabilities of individual states under the product form network assump­
tion are evaluated as follows
Pi = - ^  = .2593
A  =  ^  =  .1809
A =  =  .1809
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A  =  ^  =  .1262
Cr
A  =  77  =  .1262 
Cr
A  =  ^  =  .1262
Obviously the probability of state space under the product form network assumption 
is not the same as those obtained by direct solution of the Markov chain. Therefore 
the network is not a product form network. The above example cleaxly shows that 
our queuing network for PRMB system are not, in general, product form network.
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